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tv 4-11 project champio
ns
nted certificates of
. • the retail merchants of
and were given bill-




held at the Capitol Thee-
9, county and home
announce.
Wallace, county 4-H
st gave a summary of last
activities and described his
I nil trip to the 4-H Na
-
lamp in Washington and
. to National 4-H Ca
mp in
• .n and the trip to 
Na-
4-II Club Congress, Chic
a-
11 he won on his leader-
.ject.
ueline Shoulders, state
• champion, described the
aliment which she receiv-
a guest of the Spool Cotton
.y while attending Nation-
Club Congress. Jacqueline
..ys and girls, it takes lots
. work but I did it and I
that you can, too." Jacque-
• one of the twelve out of
otestants who received a
given by outstanding
uring companies were
. to the following project
:oos: Jacqueline Shoulders,
• ; Elea nor Crenshaw,
.ing; Arlinda Villines.
; Eunice Mae Young, can-
Betty Sue Ennis, foods;
R. Wallace, sheep and lead-
Barbara Mae Thomas,
'Linald Orange, garden;
:nee, corn; William W.
or; Betty Sue Jones,




the following blue award
of the Style Revue: Ella
Massey, Dorothy Massey,
a Crenshaw, Joyce Ann
Bonnie L.owery, Marlene
Margaret Ann Vinson,
• Adams, Susie Kingery,
Ruth Peters, Barbara Mae
- Charlotte Akers, Jacque-
ailders, and Anna Neal.
4-Ifers, parents and leaders
shown a movie by Thomas
ons, manager of the Cap-
eatre.
officers elected for the en-
year were Doris George,




County Agent R. A. Mabry
°me Agent Wilma Vandi-
•• Juniors Will
Play December 14
e junior class of Fredonia
will .present a play, "The
of Ghosts", in the school
ium on Thursday night,




I price increases in the
chile industry have brought
• that the Washington
iteration "can and will roll
prices" if necessary. What
opinion for the establish-
the wage and price 
controls




be taken immediately with
wages and prices frozen
.
. it of living items should be
back, perhaps to SePtem-
, 1950, at least. Certainly
mg must be done about
of living soon, and I with
re the correct answer. The
solutien seems the frees-
wages and prices with
rY arid fair adjustments
worked out on both sides."
P. Wilcox: "Yes, action
definitely be taken MI-
lelY. I believe that both
and wages should be car-
k to the base established
• nor to the outbreak of the
war. People at that time
satisfied With the wages
compared to the quality
chandise they were able to
Or the prices in effect at
• Cummins: "I don't know
the merits of rolUng prices
but I do think in our 'ap-
t present emergency that
.overnment should establish
and wage controls, and the
the better."
Too Old, Says Board
Little Elmer Sloneker, Jr., 3
,
dressed up in Dad's combat boo
ts
and with toy machine gun 
ready,
studies a notice from the 
local
draft board that he is ove
rage
for military service. at Baltimor
e,
Md. Elmer got a draft quest
ion-
naire several weeks ago. El
mer,
Sr., figured it was intended 
for
himself. He answered the que
s-
tions and sent a note of explana-
tion. The draft board's reply 
was
addressed to Elmer, Jr. (A
P
Wirephoto)
Mrs. Lucy A. Young,
88, Dies At Home
Funeral Services To
Be Held At Morgan's
Funeral Home Friday
Mrs. Lucy A. Young, 86, wido
w
of the late John W. Young 
and
a member of one of Cal
dwell
county's pioneer families die
d at
her 'home, 502 South Semin
ary,
at noon Wednesday. She had be
en
confined to her bed since l
ast
Thursday.
Furneal serykes are to be he
ld
at the Morgan Funeral Hom
e at
10 a. m., Friday by the Re
v.
Floyd A. Loperfido, pastor of the
Central Presbyterian Church
.
Burial is to he in Cedar Hill Ce
m-
etery.
2441. Young was the daughter 
of
the late Leander and M
artha
Gresham and was born and
 rear-
ed in the Saratoga commu
nity,
Caldwell 'county. With the ex
cep-
tion of two years spent in
 Cali-
fornia, she had lived in the c
oun-
ty her entire lifetime. She W
M a
member of the Central Pres
byter-
ian Church of this city.
Survivibg are one son, lit
sbert
C. Young city; four niec
es, Mrs.
E. T. Newlove New Orleans,
 La..
Mrs. William D. Hunt, Vicka
btu-g,
Miss.; Mrs. Gayle Pettit, P
rince-
ton, and Mrs. Ross Harris, 
Padu-




From City School Board
Howard McConnell, who w
as
reelected as a member of th
e city
board of Education on Novem
ber
7 for a two-year term, re
signed
his position on the board at
 the
regular business session. Tues
day
night. Supt. Ruel W. Cairn
es re-
ported.
Mr. McConnell was first el
ect-
ed to the board in 1948, ser
ving
through 1949-50. No success
or has





teacher and coach at Dotson
 High
School, resigned his positi
on, ef-
fective at the close of this
 term.
The vacancy has not been
 filled.
Miss Knott Suffers
Broken Wrist In Fall
Miss Gladys Knott, English in-
structor and physical e
ducation
director at Butler High 
School,
suffered a broken lef
t wrist
Tuesday morning when she
 fell
on the concrete floor in t
he gym-
nasium of the school. Mis
s Knott
was taken to her home o
n Haw-







the wet, floor caused f
rom melt-
ing snow which came off 
the feet




To Be Held Dec. 28
The annual alumni 
banquet for
Butler High School gr
aduates and
their guests will be 
held in the
Princeton Hotel on Th
ursday, De-
cember 28, beginning 
at 7 p.m.,
it is announced.
The event will be 
sponsored by
the Beta Sigma 
Phi with steatt








through any member 
of the Beta
Sigma Phi or by phoni
ng 342S.
Are They Worth It?
Eggs for the family break-
fast may be bak to the nick-
el apiece prief tomorrow
after selling for more than
7 cents each the past few
days. A check with local pro-
duce houses Wednesday af-
ternoon showed a wholesale
drop from 80 cents per dozen
Saturday to 60 cents today.
Predictions by dealers place
the wholesale price 10 cents
less than that within a few
days if weather conditions
insmove. Retail prices re-
ported by some leading mer-
chants here Wednesday vari-
ed from 70 to 79 cents per
dozen in downtown ewes.
Tide Of Toys Will
Be Sent To Europe
legion Sponsors Plan
To Brighten Lives In
War Wrecked Sections
The second annual "Tide of
Toys" for the children of war-
wrecked Europe, the Philippines
and Puerto Rico, from the chil-
dren of America, will again be
sponsored by Carlisle Orange
Post No. 116, American Legion,
in Princeton and Caldwell coun-
ty, Commander Fred Jake an-
nounces.
Collection of the toys is to be
started on Tuesday, December 26,
by the Legionaires, assisted by
the Boy Scouts. Since ocean go-
ing cargoes are handled roughly,
toys must be sturdy and unbrok-
en. "This is not a program of
repairing toys but is planned for
the youth of America, blessed
with so many toys, to share
those things with the unfortu-
nate boys and girls who will
know no other Christmas," Com-
mander Jake explained.
Messages from America should
be attached to every toy. Th
is
can be either a signed Christmas
greeting, or a letter, and is most
important. It should be remem-
bered that the chief purpose of
the "Tide of Toys" is to let
 the
children of foreign lands, the
generation of the future, know




Last year three million to
ys
were sent to Europe. This ye
ar's
goal is ten million or more, a
c-
cording to the National Ame
rican
Legion.
Nashville Man To Be
Principal Speaker At
1Creanis Dinner Tonight
Principal speaker at the K
i-
swamis Club's annual F'arrn 
and
Home dinner meeting, wh
ich is
scheduled for 6:30 p. m tonigh
t at
the basement of Ogden Memor
ial
Methodist Church, will be H
am-
mond Fowler, railroad co
mmis-
sioner for the state of Tennes
see,
from Nashville. •
Also at the meeting, award
s
will be made to families in
 the
county selected as having acco
m-
plished the most outstanding job
An their communities. Certific
ates
will be awarded by the Kentuc
ky
Green Pastures Committee to 
all
persons entered in the pastu
re
wettest and to outstanding b
oys
and girls in 4-H and FFA wo
rk.
Each County To Have
Separate Draft Board
Each Kentucky county 
will
have its iadividual draft boa
rd
under a new order recent
ly is-
sued by State Adj. Gen. R
oecoe
L. Murray, It G. Averdic
k. *e-
lective service clerk, annou
nces.
Measibtre if the Caldwell co
un-
ty board are W. J. Batten,
 C. M.
Vinson and J. E. Neel. 
Only
Caldwell county men Will 
report
to this board in the future, it
 was
stated.
Lyon and Crittenden 
counties,
formerly serviced by t Is e 
local
personnel in Princeton, wil
l each
have separate boards in o
peration




By Bull On His Farm
Bill Smith, Fredonia, s
uffered
painful injuries last week 
when
a bull on his farm at
tacked him,
resulting in a number of 
broken
ribs and severe bruises.
Mr. Smith was crossin
g the
field from a hunting tri
p when
attacked by the formerly
 gentle
animal. In relearing himse
lf from
the fighting bull, Mr. Smi
th was
able to get his knife and 
puncture
him in the eye twice be
fore escap-
ing, it is reported.
\ Mrs. Castleberr
y, Mrs. J. J.
Rosenthal, Rev. and Mrs. 
Joe
Callender and Mrs. Ja
ck Henry
spent Tuesday in 
Hopkinsville
shopping.
rnnceton, Lcuaweil Lounty, Kentuck
y, I hursciax, December 14,
MARRIED 60 YEARS TODAY
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Barnes, S
hady Grove, have been mar
ried
60 years today. They will 
celebrate their anniversary 
at their
home on Monday, December 
25, with children, grandchil
dren and
great-grandadidren attendi
ng. Children of ,the couple ar
e Mrs.
Edward F. Blackburn, Mrs. 
Donald Roberts, Mrs. Lee C
ullen,
Mrs. Myrtle Brandon, Mrs. She
ltie Towery and Mrs. Oscar T
owery.
City and county schools
 will
close at noon Thursday, 
December
21, for the Christmas 
holidays




school officials have an
nounced.
East Side School will sta
rt the
Yuletide program on 
Monday
morning, December 18, wit
h the
entire student body ma
rching to
the south side of the cou
rthouse
where they will sign Ch
ristmas
carols under the direction
 of Mrs.
R. A. Mabry.
The annual Christmas t
ree and
program will be held i
n the
classrooms at East Side on T
hurs-
day morning when the 
children
will exchange names and g
ifts im-
mediately prior to the noo
n dis-
missal, Principal Russell G
oodak-
er said.
The alumni of Butler H
igh
School are to be the ;pedal 
goons
atuthe-thapel progress an ,T
hrais
day morning. Deceiumn-er 21,
 when
members of the alumni wil
l give
an appdrpriate Christmas 
pro-
gram, K. V. Bryant, chapel 
direc-
tor announces.
The Fredonia School has sche
d-
uled their annual Chris
tmas par-
ty for Thursday, December
 21.
A program of recitations an
d mu-
sic by grade and high school 
stu-
dents will be followed by th
e
Christmas tree for the school
 and
entire community, Principal 
Guy
Nichols reports.
St. Paul's Catholic School will
have their Christmas party 
on
Thursday morning just prio
r tis
the noon hour, closing at the s
ame
time as the public schools of t
he
city and county.
The highlight of the school
programs is to be the annual
Christmas vespers to be held at
Batier auditorium at 4 p.
Sunday evening, December 17, b
y
the glee clubs, directed by Mrs.
R. A. Mabry.
The program is in two parts.
The first part is an operetta, "A
Christmas Carol," by Cha
rles
Dickens, featuring the Jun
ior
High Chorus with Mrs. C
ooper
Crider directing. Miss Dorot
hy
Wood is dialogue director.
The cast of characters includes:
Scrooge, Jim Richle; Bob Cra
tch-
it„ Mickey Cunningham; Mr
s.
Cratchit, Kay Crider; two yo
ung
Cratchits, faella Reece and Jo
hn-
ny Harris; Tiny Tim, Hilly 
Wil-
son; Beliadla Cratchit, Bren
da
Filer; Master Peter Cra
tchit,
John Mitchell; Fred (Scr
ooge's
nephew) Ken Ward; lacer)
 Mas-
by, Billy Hopper.
The waifs are prate:wed by
Judy Pettit and Willa Ann L
acey;
two portly gentlemen, Billy A
rm-
strong and Diekie Webb;
 first
sprite, -Ghost of Christmas 
Past",
Saundra Wailinitz; memory, 
Viv-
ian Clair* Moore; Scrooge as
 a
little boy. George Creekmur; Fa
n,
sinter of Scrooge, Ann Kirkman:
Illo Fezzirrg, Jim Parsley; D
kk
Wilkins, apprentice of Scrooge's,
Jimmy Catlett; elderly lad
y and
children, Sue Wadlington, 
Dottie
Boyd. Donnie Mitchell, 
Betty
Ward, Billy McConnell and 
Bet-
ty Hardrick.
The two jolly men are Os
car
Mitchell and Richard Lewis; 
two
elderly men, Billy Scott 
and
Tempy Templeton; Old Joe, j
unk
dealer, Charles Elder; tw
o old
hags, Jane Parrent and 
Anna
Neal.
Chorus of sprites: Diana Pa
lm-
er, Melanie Rowland. Sa
undra
Wabnitz, Margaret Ann Vi
nson,
Wanda Sue DeBoe, Norma 
Lee
Lewis, Doris Turpin, Joy
 Young,
Anna Hogan, Mary Ann 
Smiley,
Barbara Tallent, Shirley 
Sween-
ey, Margaret Moore 
and Lana
Stevens.
Chorus of belle: Peggy 
Barnes,
Barbara La n e, Martha 
Ann
George, Sue Holt, Jean A
dama,
Lee Ellen Cunningham, L
ouise
Cooley, Milladene Pe a k, Jo
yce
Holt., Jonell Brandon, Joy
ce
Flynn and Sara Walker.
Chorus of ghosts: Bobby Boone,
Bob Mason, Jim McConnell,
 Char-
les Watson, Johnny Glenn, Ch
ar-
l Elder, Jimmy Catlett, Char
les
MeNlican, Wanda Bryan, No
rma
Kay George and Nancy T
aylor.
Chorus of waifs: Ann Morga
n,
Phyllis Stevens, Sudie Mislea
d,
Ruth Prowell, Doris Boyd, Beve
r-
ly Travis, Judy Pettit, Ow
eda
Town, Donna Pool, Jackie H
un-
saker, Willa Ann Lacey and M
ar-
garet Cartwright. Janet French 
is
to be the accompanist. Barba
ra
Strong- will sing the soprano s
olo,
Night", by Adolphe
Part two of the program 
will
feature the Bertler mixed•chorus,
directed by Mrs. Mabry, featu
r-
ing "The Song of Christmas
",
a Fred Waring choral arran
ge-
ment by Roy Wingwald.
Soloists will be Pat Detre'', alto;
Jane Smith, soprano; Norma Sue
Cartwright, soprano; Ronnie Fil-
er, tenor, and LeRoy Hooks, bass.
The boys quartet is composed of
Ronnie Filer, Roirwald Hooks, Le-
Roy Hooks and Gordon Trader.
Accompanists will be June Oates
and Jqann Robinson. James Bur-
nam will be narrator.
Chorus members are: James Ad-
ams, Charlotte Akers, Nancy
Armstrong, Charles Babb, Ken
Barnes, Margaret Brandon, Betty
Sue Brown, Norma Sue Cart-
wright, James Cook, Iris Mae
Cravens, Pat Dalzell, Thomas
Drennan, Nancy Farmer, Ronnie
Filer, Betty Sue Goodwin, Peggy
Guess, Glenn Halpain, Betty
Holt, Jean Holt, LeRoy Hooks,
Roswald Hooks, Catherine Hop-
per, Becky Humphries, Alma Lar-
kins, Virginia Lewis.
Bennie 'Mashburn, Dirnple Oli-
ver, Mary Ruth Peters, Bill
Pierce, Joe Pool, Eva Sue Rob-
erts, Betty Sue Sisk, Jane Smith,
Lavern Smith, Connie Stevens,
Barbara Thomas, Gordon Trader,
Chloe Ann Winters, Marianna
Adams, Janice Brinkley, Betty
Sue Jonas, Martha Hodge, Betty
Larkin, Betty Lewis, Betty Mitch-
ell, Joan Mitehell, Yvonne Rs%
Wanda Scott, Julia Schwab, Bar-
bara Strong, Sue Trader and Dot
Williams.
Woman: Club To Give
Christmas Party For
Invited Children Here
The annual Christmas party for
the underprivileged children of
the city, who will be given invi-
tations from the schools, will be
held in the George Coon Library
Thursday afternoon, December 21,
by the Princeton Woman's Club,
it is announced.
The Y-Teen girls and their
sponsor, Mrs. J. L. Walker, will
assist at the party.
Anyone having toys or treats to
donate to this program are re-
quested to call Mrs. Sam Jones,
phone 3310, or deliver them to
the library where Miss Pearle
Hawthorne or Miss Virginia
Moore will assume charge of
them, it was stated.
EMPLOYEES GET BONUS
All A & P employees in Prince-
ton with six months or more ser-
vice with the company will share
in additional compensatien total-
ing $2,500,000 for employees of
the company, it is announced,
Stores To Be Open 3
Nights Before Xmas
Most Princeton stores wil
l
remain open- until 8 p. m.,
Thursday, Friday and S
at-
urday nights, December 
21-
23, f o r the convenience
 of
late shoppers, it was 
voted






Stores and business fi
rms
will be closed Monday
, De-
cember 25, and Mond
ay,
January 1, in the annual 
ob-
servance of Christmas 
and
New Years. Only 9 
more
shopping days remain befor
e
Christmas.
Members Of BHS Band
Honored; Name Officers
Of Band Boosters-Club
Seventeen juniors of 
Butler
High School were awar
ded sweat-
ers and letters for the 
completion
of the necessary time 
spent in
the band at the annual
 pot-luck
dinner and band conce
rt of the
band and Band Boost
ers Club
held at the school Mo
nday night,
Mrs. Thomas Winters 
reported.
The juniors receiving s
weaters
and letters were Joa
n Jacob,
Joann Robinson, Joan Wa
rd, Mar-
gie Hamby, Martha Sue 
Gresharn,
Barbara Bishop, Jackie 
Koltinsky,
Judy Haile, Patsy Sho
rtt, Ann




Ronnie Filer, Marshall 
Ethridge
and Larry Wilson.
The seven band membe
rs who
were selected to play in t
he 100-
piece All State band at 
Bowling
Green last weekend we
re also
honored for their ou
tstanding
record.
A concert given by the 
band
following the dinner featu
red a
number of marches and 
Christ-
mas carols, it was state
d.
Thomas Winters w a s ele
cted
president of the Band Boo
sters
Club for 1951 at the 
business
session. Othei officers na
med for




George Filer, secretary; 
K. V.






Cantatas, Pageants, Special Music, Parties Pla
nned
By The Several Princeton Churches; Methodists
To Present Stable Scene Depicting Christmas Story
Princeton churches are com-
pleting plans for the annual
Christmas worship services and
Yuletide programs for the sea-
son starting this week-end and
continuing through the following
week with special messages on
the Prince of Peace scheduled for
Sunday, December 24, local pas-
tors announce.
OGDEN METHODIST •
A special musical program at
the Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church on Sunday night, Decem-
ber 17, will be directed by Mrs.
R. A. Mabry with Mrs. George
Pettit at the organ. The service
is to start at 7 p. m., the Rev. Joe
Callender stated.
Immediately after the musical
program the First Quarterly Con-
ference will be held with Dr. G.
W. Hummel, district superintend-
ent, Presiding.
Four BHS Band Members
In First Chair Seats
At All-State Concert
Four of the members 
of the
Butler High School band 
won
first chair places in the so
lo leads
in the 100-piece All State 
hand
at Bowling Green last 
weekend.
Seven members of the 
band par-
ticipated in the concert 
at Van
Meter auditorium.
First chair places were 
held by
Jimmy Boren, first baritone;
 Don-
na Marcia Boitnott, first 
oboe;
Barbara Bishop, first s
axaphone,
and Ronnie Filer, second 
clarinet.
Martha Sue Gresham, Betty
 Rob-
erts and Bobby Hogan al
so played
in the band. They were 
accom-
panied by Band Director
 K. V.
Bryant.
Mrs. Craig Roberts, Englis
h in-
structor at Butler High 
School,
is confined to her home 
because
of illness this week.
Cemetery Deficit
Now Cut To $100
Employees Appointed
To Operate The City
Departments In 1951
The report of the cemetery
committee to the city counc
il
Monday night shows a deficit o
f
less than $100, whereas the fun
d
was more than $1,400 in deb
t
at the beginning of this y
ear.
Also tne council voted to meet on
Tuesday night, December 26, in-
stead of the usual Monday night
meeting.
Hyland Yates w a s appointed
The annual white gift service
will he observed on the same da
y
with gifts to be' placed on the
table in the church auditorium a
t
all three services during the d
ay.
These gifts will go into the com
-
munity baskets to help provid
e
Christmas dinner for 100 fami
-
lies in the city and county.
The stable scene will be show
n
on the lot adjoining the chu
rch
with live animals and real char
-
acters depicting thp Christma
s
story, starting Wednesday, De-
cember 20, a n d continuin
g
through Friday night and possib-
ly Saturday. The annual candle
-
light service -is to be held 
at
5 p. m. Sunday, December 24.
FIRST BAPTIST
Four of the choirs will bring a
special Christmas musical pro
-
gram at the white gift service t
o
be held on Wednesday night, De
-
cemebr 20. At this service mem
-
bers and friends of the churc
h
are invited to bring food, fru
its,
nuts, candy, toys and money t
o
furnish baskets for needy fa
mi-
lies of the town and county. T
he
Cherub, Carol, Junior and Y
oung
People's choirs, under Choir 
Di-
rector James Morrison, 
will
bring the music.
The junior department of th
e
Sunday School will have their
 an-
nual Christmas tree with gif
ts for
the children on Monday 
night,
December 18. Parents are 
invit-
ed to attend.
The Young People's choir 
will
bring the music at the mor
ning
worship on Sunday, Diavirib
er 24,
with the Christmas mess
age by
the pastor, the Rev. H. G.
 M.
water superintendent for th
e 
Hatler.
coming year with Lacey 
Cunning- BARBEE ME
MORIAL
ham as assistant. Jim Tat
um, The re
ligious film, "The Salt
of the Earth," is to be 
shown at




Sunday night, December 1
7, at
7 p. m. .
The -Chfilitints program is t
o
be given on Wednesday
 night,
December 20, with the a
dults
presenting a pantomime of th
e
Christmas story. Drills and 
reci-
tations will be given by the
 chil-
dren with Santa Claus for 
all,
Willie Stallins, Milton Sherida
n
and C. G. Moseley were na
med
as employees of the departm
ent.
Clyde Oliver was appoin
ted
sexton for the care of the Ceda
r
Hill Cemetery.
Gordoit Glenn was appointed
fire chief with Reg Hobby as a
s-
sistant chief. Other members 
of
the department now servin
g
were named for the corning 
year.
William Ladd was named au-
perintendent of the street de
part- 
the Rev. W. H. Tallent,
 pastor,
announces. The public is 
invited
ment with James Salyer
s, Will to attend.
Boyd, Plomer Carnihan, 
Will
FIRST CHRISTIAN
O'Brien and Will Stegall 
as em-
ployees of the department.
Discussion and plans for a fou
r
inch water line and fire pl
ug for
the new Caldwell County sch
ool December 17, directed by
 K. V.
building to be erected at the w
est Bryant with Mrs. Everett
 Cherry
at the Organ. Mrs. Geor
ge Filer,
J. Gordon Lisanby and 
Miss Jane
Hogan will be soloists.
The annual white gift 
service
will be held in the audi
torium of
the church on Friday 
night, De-
cember 22. This will be 
followed
by the tree and tre
at for the
children of the Sunday 
School.
The Christmas message wi
ll be
given at th e morning 
worship
service Sunday, December 
24.
NQRTESIDE BAPTIST
Members of Ole 9irls Auxills^;
will present a playlet, "Why
Christmas" at the Northside Bap-
ner. 
that Church on Friday night. De-
. 
Zilt be 4oliowed
edge of the city limits 
were
studied by the council a
t the
meeting.
East Side Faculty Will
Have Christmas Party
The faculty of East Side 
School
will have their annual C
hristmas
party at the home of Mrs
. Char-
les Curry at 6 p. m., ton
ight. Pot-
luck dinner will be se
rved and
gifts will be exchanged by 
mem-
bers of the faculty with 
a social
hour planned following the
 din-
FOZEN LONG-JOHNS STAND
During a lull in the fighting in the H
yeiumjin area of North-
west Korea along the Yula River, a se
rgeant of the U. S. Seventh
division holds up a pair of frozen long-jo
hns. Today, U. S. forces
under pressure by advancing Communi
sts, have evacuated the
area, northwestmost point reached b
y Americans on the penin-
sula. (AP Wirephoto from Life M
agazine)
A collection of Chris
tmas an-
thems arranged in a can
tata will
be presented at the Fir
st Chris-
tian Church on Sunday
 night,
' oats.
by the Christmas tree and
for the children, the Rev. Irvine
L. Parrett, pastor, said.
ST. PAUL'S
High Mass will be held at St.
Paul's Catholic Church at 5 a.m.,
Monday, December 25. Low mass
will be held at 7 a. m., followed
by the benediction. The children
of the church will sing Christ-
mas carols at the second aervice.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
A christrnas luncheon for mem-
bers and friends of the church
will be held in the church annex
at 6 p. in., Sunday, December 17.
The white gift service will be
held in the sanctuary at 7 p. m.,
the Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido, pas-
tor announces.
The annual Christmas party and
program for the children will be
held at 7 p. m., Friday, Decem-
ber n.
Sunday, December 24, the pas-
tor will deliver the Christmas
message, "The Great Events".
The Christmas yelper service,
presenting the cantata, Noel, by
Wessel, will be at 4:30 p. m., with
Mrs. George Eldred tlirecting the
choir and Mrs. Bernice Davis at
the organ. '
FARM VETERANS MEET
All veterans interested in en-
tering the institutional on farm
training program In the county
are asked to meet in the small
courtroom in Princeton at 2 p.m.,
Saturday,- December 16, Herman
Brenda announces.
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Let Death Take A Holiday
Once again American armed forces are in action tr
ying to
protect and uphold the ideal of freedom. Once again the 
spirit of
Christmas will be mocked by the hate and bloodshed of 
the battle-
field.
In many American homes the roar of the cannon will 
make it
hard to hear the ringing of the Christmas bells. T
hat is to be
deeply regretted, but throughout history the torch of m
an's dignity
and freedom has been held aloft only through the sa
crifice of its
bearers.
We can do little to prevent such personal tragedies. But we
can do a lot to' prevent another kind of tragedy which is 
equally
poignant at the Christmas season—and more cruel because it is
needless.
We refer to the preventable tragedy of accidents. The National
Safety Council has called for intensive accident prevention effort
during the holidays—usually a very dangerous period of the year.
That is an objective which has our wholehearted support, not
only because it is better to have a joyous Yuletide, but also be-
cause we cannot afford to waste the resources of manpower and
material so necessary these days to our national strength.
The waste is enormous—much more than most persons realize.
The American Medical Association has shown that accidents rob the
nation of more working years than any disease, because accidents
strike all age groups, not just those whose productive years are
largely behind them.
The traffic accident problem this year is serious, with a death
toll of 35,000 in prospect. That would be the largest number of
automobile victims since the record year of 1941.
Rigid enforcement of the laws by state, county and municipal
police, plus individual determination to play it safe, can keep the
Christmas spirit—and all of us—alive this year.
Crop Announcement Blunder
Most services of the U. S. Department of Agriculture are of
inestimable benefit. Nobody ever questions seriously that crop
production control has meant the salvation of farming, and that
burley quotas, in principle, are the smartest and most practical
method ever applied to tobacco growing and marketing.
But sometimes it seems to this newspaper that much of the
benefits are nullified or greatly weakened by an utter lack of horse
sense in the field of crop reporting and market announcements. The
latest mystifying move of this kind was the announcement, on the
eve of the market opening, that a substanjtal acreage increase would
be allowed burley growers for next year. Of all times to announce
a crop increase!
If planned that way—if deliberately released at such a time
as to depress the market, it probably was well conceived. How
could it fail to take the edge off a spirited demand that had been
building up over prospects of a very short crop? Of course the
manufacturers couldn't 'be expected to be so anxious to bid, with
prospects of a greatly increased supply next year.
If this was anti-inflation policy, why practice it at the expense
of the farmers who are already sorely beset with high costs and low
returns in their operations?
Other instances of bad guessing and poor timing and resultant
loss to tobacco farmers could be cited, such as last year's overes-
timetes of the burley crop. This year's tobacco market prices, of
course, are quite satisfactory, and next year's acreage increase is
amply justified, but in the interest of better service for the farmer
there should be more thought given to his next year's acreage in-
crease. —(The Kentucky Standard)
Lack Of Grade Teachers
One of the darkest clouds on the educational horizon right
now is the shortage of qualified teachers in the elementary school
grades, and further discouraging is the fact that everything points
to an intensification of this problem. Elementary enrollments are
increasing, while there is a lag in the number of teachers being
trained for the lower grades. The teacher shortage also could be
made even more acute by the international situation.
The recently organized Kentucky Commission on Teacher Edu-
cation and Professional Standards reports that colleges in this state
last year turned out only 244 graduates trained for elementary
teaching, as against 1,400 for high-school teaching. In the country
as a whole 16,950 elementary teachers were graduated and 1.4,4e4
graduates were qualified high-school instructors.
Why should this supply of newly trained teachers be so con-
trary to the actual needs of the schools? One answer in the past has
been that elementary teachers are not paid as much as high-school
teachers. A reason also given is that elementary teaching is more
strenuous and requires more skill than does teaching in high school,
where mastery of subject matter can make up to some extent for a
lack of skill in teaching and where teaching loads sometimes are
not so heavy. Another reason given is that elementary teaching
is not so attractive to young people as a vocation because of the lack
of respect that communities or citizens sliow toward elementary
teachers.
Most of these discouraging factors have been recognized, how-
ever, and in many communities both salaries and teaching loads of
elementary teachers have been adjusted. And parents at least
have become more aware of the significance of the elementary
teacher and her influence on the lives of school children. Still the
shortage of elementary teachers prevails, and it is for this reason
that the Kentucky commission, of which Miss Louise Combs, Frank-
fort, is president, and Chester Travelstead, Lexington, is secretary,
is holding a series of meetings throughout the state this month to
get ideas and suggestions on how to increase the number of ele-
mentary teachers.
Doubtless there will be suggestions for increased on-the-job
training for emergency teachers and high-school-trained teachers
who have been shifted to the elementary field. Before the crisis is
over, school administrators will be called upon to do a lot of im-
provising, and trained elementary teachers are likely to find them-
selves often playing the role of "critic" teachers, responsible for
the training on the job of teachers who lack formal training.
-,-(The Lexington Herald)
The Egg Business
The United States Government is going out of the egg business.
It seems strange that It over got into it The Constitution was
adopted for several things, but the purchase of eggs wasn't men-
tioned therein. One was to "form a more perfect union," another
to "provide for the common defense," and still another, "to insure
domestic tranquility." Nothing about eggs in any of them, or even
potatoes. But there was a clause in the Constitution which says
something about "promoting the general welfare." Maybe that
means buying eggs at more than they are worth to help the barnyard
at the expense of everybody.
Anyway, the Government has called it quits after dropping
some $86 million dollars, and having more eggs on hand, and stored
underground than it knows what to do with.
The News is glad to see the price of eggs stay up because
many worthy farm women find in it their "pin money." But the
Government should never undertake to fix a price at the.expense of
the taxpayers in general. The only excuse for it is that the prices
of what egg-raisers must buy is influenced, to considerable extent,
by the minimum wage law imposed by the frame government that
was in She egg market. If one is right so is the other, but the News
does not believe in either. —(The Elizabethtown News)
Little Chips
By J. S. H.
It's the Christmas shopping
time again, and before you hur-
ry off to a larger city like Louis-
ville or Paducah to Choose gifts
for family and friends, give the
home merchants a break and see
if you can't find what you want
here at home. One Princetonlan,
I am told, recently spent the day
shopping in a larger city and re-
turned home that afternoon to
find the merchandise she had
purchased here at home—and for
less money.
• • •
Farmers often say that loose
shucks sin corn is an unfailing
sign of a mild winter. But from
the start made, all previous rec-
ords having been broken the
shuck sign must have failed this
year—or did the signs get cros-
sed? Something wrong, some-
where! I previously have heard
also that a scarcity of hickory
nuts indicate a light winter be-
cause squirrels have nothing to
live on in the event winter should
be long and cold. Still, I must ask
—are these signs fact or fancy?
•
Since the candidates have come
out of the woods thus early, let
us— thus early in the 1951 guber-
natorial campaigning—t ake a
comprehensive look at them. And,
just so take the easiest way pos-
sible, let's look these fellows over
as they announced their intention
of seeking the Democratic nom-
ination. We won't have any Re-
publicans this morning, because,
so far, Joh n Sherman Cooper
hasn't said anything, although it
is a well known fact that he will
be willing to seek the GOP nom-
ination for governor—provided
Kentucky Republicans in very
large numbers urge him to do so.
If and when a GOP contest de-
velops, we'll take a look at their
timber, too.
Governor Lawrence Wetherby
may never have announced his
own intention of seeking the gov-
ernorship, but for a year it has
been an accepted fact that he al-
most certainly would be in the
race. The only thing that might
keep him out would be concen-
tration of state Democrats on eith-
er Ben Kilgore or Joe Bates, in
which case, if Wetherby thought
the odds against him too heavy—
he might simply announce that
he never had been a candidate at
all. This is mentioned only as a
possibility—he has clone every-
thing, and the State administra-
tion has done everything for hitn,
but file a formal declaration of
candidacy.
Chink Wetherby — Lawrence
Winchester Wetherby is his right
name — undoubtedly did more
work as Lieutenant Governor
than any other second man in
any administration in Kentucky
history. There was one excellent
reason for this. Before he ever
was elected' governor, Earle
Clements was making plans to
run for the Senate. At least, that's
the concensus of political report-
ers. And it would not be good for
Clements to administer a business-
like term of office, or most of a
term, and then turn the state
over to untried hands—neither
good business, nor good politics.
So Governor Wetherby has
been busy learning the ropes of
state government for three years
before he actually took over the
.ship. And he takes over the of-
fice very well equipped, indeed.
Gov. Wetherby is a graduate of
the University of Louisville, and
played football on one of the best
grid teams the school ever pro-
duced. He was a basketball star,
too, in 1927 and '28. When he WAS
just 21 years old he completed
law school and passed the state
bar examination.
When he was 25 years old he
became juvenile court attorney.
And a year later, right-of-way
agent for the state highway de-
partment.
In 1943 he was named Trial
Commissioner of Juvenile Court,
and his sympathetic and some-
times Solomon-wise handling of
juvenile cases brought him wide
recegnition and plenty of popu-
larity. The rest of the story is
quite recent history. He beat Bill
May of Frankfort out for. the
Lieutenant Governorship nomin-
ation by a nose—a comfortable
one for a close race. And, a cou-
ple of weeks ago, when Clements
became junior senator from Ken-
tucky, Wetherhy was sworn in
as governor.
Another man with plenty of
public service behind him was
the first to formally announce his
candidecy—Kepresentative Joc
Bates of GreenuP, who has served
6 terms in Congress and looks
like a cinch to stay there for
some t im e to come if he Ito
chooses. Why het has decided not,
instead, to run for governor at
The rumor has bien going
around that the local Red Front
store is planning to move to an-
other location and sell the new
structure on Harrison street, but
a check made by a member of
this newspaper with Red Front
officials reveal that no such plan
Is underway or being thought
about.
• • •
The South is not all sunny four
Princetonians found out last week.
Even there more than a little
snow sometimes falls for Freddie
McConnell, Mitchell Rowland and
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Day all re-
ported th ey became snowbound
and couldn't get back to Ken-
tucky.
• • •
Band Director K. V. Bryant and
his pupils deserve congratulations
from homefollcs again for the lo-
cal band had four first-chair so-
loist in the 100-piece All State
Band at Bowling Green last week.
That may or may not be a record,
but it is good enough for us.
•
Kentucky is a question for the
owls. Or for Solomon—who seems
to be getting into these comments
considerably this morning—it un-
doubtedly is because he has some
other, future, political activity in
mind. There is one condition,
though, to Mr. Joe Bates' an-
nouncement—or you might call
it a string and a half. He ex-
pressed some concern about the
international situation, and indi-
cated when he announced that he
might not file if national affairs
threatened to demand too much
of his time in Washington. The
half a string concerns down to
earth politics. He doesn't think
it would do much good for him
to run if there is another very
strong anti-Clements man in the
field. And, of course, there is—
Ben Kilgore. Bates' attitude, and
it seems to me completely sound,
is that one anti-Clements man
can defeat Wetherby or anyone
else Clements m i gh t choose to
support in the campaign—but
more than one anti-Clements MIA
can only succeed in splitting the
vote and insuring the election of
Clements' choice.
For a staunch, high-principled
Democrat, Joe Bates had an odd
beginning. He was born in a place
known as Republican, Kentucky
—and walked or rode a mule to
school. He graduated from East-
ern State Teachers College at
Richmond, was a school teacher
and superintendent for 16 years,
then clerk of Greenup county for
16 years until he was elected in
1938 to Congress. And he has been
re-elected since.
In sharp contrast to these two
men with long political and pub-
lic office holding experience is
49 year old Ben Kilgore. But he
has had experience which makes
him very promising material for
a State Chief Executive, indeed.
He is the actual father of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau—it was
because of his zeal and work that
he rebuilt the state organization
from 1933 to 1943 from a hollow
shell to a vigorous, influential,
positive force in the state. In one
other job he showed considerable
aptitude, too. 'Early in his farm
career he built circulation of the
Kentucky-Tennessee edition of
the Progressive Farmer from 7
thousand to 70 thousand. And he
adcomplished this miracle in 18
months.
The miracle man was born in
North Caroline, where his father
was dean of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture. B en at-
tended that school, then went 3
years to Iowa State. For 6 years
he ran his father's big farm, then,
in 1928, he came to Louisville
and worked that miracle of circu-
lation for the Progressive Farm-
er. Then depression economics hit
the magazine and it moved its
offices. Ben wanted to stay in
Kentucky—end just then the job
of executive secretary of the State
Farm Bureau opened up. It was
a challenge, because then the
Farm Bureau was no great, pow-
erful organization. It was punier
than even the Progressive Farm-
er's circulation was. And Ben did
the same kind of job. The idea
that Kilgore should run for Gov-
ernor was -born in 1939, but it
didn't jell until 1943, when he
was defeated for the Democratic
nomination by the late J. Lyter
Donaldson, who, in turn, was de-
cisively defeated by Simeon Wil-
lis in one of the few state-wide
Republican upsets in Kentucky
history.
Ben went back to farm organiz-
ing work, as Executive Secre-
tary of the Eastern Kentucky
Dark Flue Cured Tobacco Grow-
ers Association, and I hope I got
that long title right, but he chit-
Kentucky Folklore
"Modern Instances"
The day before this vias writ-
ten, a lynx, or bobcat, was killed
In my home county. How many
wild tales that great event started!
Many times I have heard enough
stories about wildcats and panth-
ers to make me afraid to move
for fear one might eat me up. I
grew up on such yarns, not ex-
actly believing them but alack-a
little fearful that they were true.
Whenever neighbors came in
to sit till bedtime, we were sure
to have at least one good
"painter" story. Though we had
heard all of them time and again,
we wanted to have the exquisite
thrill of hearing them all over,
so that we could have that creepy
feely that such yarns always
brought. I could have sworn that
every one of them was true, for,
apparently, every fellow who told
these yarns had his own pet one,
which other adventurers allowed
him and him only to claim as his
own adventure. And thus I grew
up and went away to teach in a
county sixty miles away. There I
was told, with all the solemnity
of an address by Moses to the
Hebrews, that thus and so had
happened in that county. And
then I 'began to doubt.
Apparently panthers and bob-
cats had a way of doing the same
things in far-separated places, for
the tellers of the yarns localized
them alt if they Were genuine his-
tory. By degrees I began to doubt
the first tellers, for I was dead
sure that the second ones were
merely stealing the thunder of
my old neighbors two counties
away. And then a wider acquain-
tance with people from farther
away -brought many of the same
yarns, each one sworn to as au-
thentic, the very ones I had thril-
led to at Fidelity in the late nine-
ties or early twentieth century.
Somebody was wrong.
Now here is my suggestion as
a folklorist of sorts: why not
some modern instances of these
great depredations by varmints?
Surely not all the wild animals
have -been killed off, as this re-
•
ished and cherishes, a burning de-
sire to avenge that political de-
feat of 7 years ago, his first ven-
ture into politics.
That's why I firmly believed
Mr. Kilgore two months ago
when he assured me he would
be a candidate for the Democra-
tic nomination for Governor next
year—and why I believe he's go-
ing to .be an awfully hard man
to beat.
cent bobcat would prove. If
great-grandpap was"skairt" by a
"painter", why not have grand-
son also a hero in finding and
killing some modern monster?
In history this same rule might
apply. I have read the same old
yarns about a few pioneers in
Kentucky until I sometimes wish
that I could never hear of them
again. Didn't people settle in
your county, too? Were all Ina
pioneers crowded into one small
area of the date? I revere the
memory of the pioneers, known
and unknown, but we have too
often assumed that only the very
first corners had any adventures
or did anything creditaltei towar.t
clearing the land for later genera-
tions. Nearly every neighborhood
had its distinctive pioneers, many
of whom deserve a few lines in
history books if not a page or
two. But who dares find out
about them or give them a place
beside the threadbare yarns of
the others who happened to have,
in other times and now, better
press agents?
When I was growing up at Fi-
delity, most people had closed
minds about the present or the
future. Most people had already
made up their minds as te _the
truly great, and in nearly every
instance these were people of
very adeanced age or one. who
had already died and become
slightly legendary.
In general, according to these
local authorities, there were no
living preachers equal to the ones
that used to be; soldiers of later
times were mere parlor soldiers
as compared with Civil War .he-
roes; famous people generally
were poor copies of the nially big
boys that made history a lone
time ago. This philosophy w a s
harder to shake off than the ague;
I got rid of malaria long before I
saw many signs of losing this de
realist philosophy.
Without any attempt to belit-
tle any of the people whom I
was taught to revere, I would like
to say that a few liter glints
could have been added to the
calendar without invalidating it.
And there were, right there in
Fidelity, men and women who
deserved to be permanently re-
membered, there and elsewhere,
for as distinctive lives as any of
those -which we had been told
were great. Are there no more
worthy people in the world/
Are our heroes all dead?
,
"Old Faithful", Yellowstone
Park's celebrated geyser, spouts
at nearly regular intervals of
about an hour.
Do You Know
Recent Diet legislation p
for the licensing and ret
of architects throughout j
George IV.introducea
ready made cravat in I
became known as the
George" tie.
Manganese ore is prod
nearly every elefecture ia
Florida has a total
35,000,000. Of this
000,000 acres or 83 per
forest land
Bears weighing up to
pounds are bagged by h
the forests of New Mexico.
A lava flow 40 miles in
parallels U. S. 54 in central
Mexico.
The Philippine Islani.
named in honor of Prince
later Philip 11 of Spain.
The eruption of Katmai
in the Aleutians in 1812
of the most violent volc •
bursts of modern times.
Colors of stars differ d
upon their temperatures
mosphere: Sirius and V
hottest, are blue-white.
Venus is the most brilliant
et in the heavens and t
most like the earth.
The oyster is the most v
product of this country's fla
with salmon second.
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AMERICA'S LARGEST AND FINEST 
LOW-PRICED CAR
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•• De lune 4-Doce
our choice fir '51 am' REFRESHINGLY NEW • • • THOROUGHLY MAI
Of all cars, here's your choice for 1951—the
new Chevrolet—America's largest and finest low-
priced carl It brings you all the new things, all
the pleasing things, all the proved things you and
your family are looking for . . . including fleet,
powerful Valve-in-Head engine performance.
And it brings you these things at lowest cost!
Come in—see and drive it—today!
Only Chevrolet Brings You All Tit•e• Features At Lowest Coal AMERICAN BEAUTY DESIGN • 
AMERICA-
PREFERRED BODIES BY FISHER • MODERN-MODE INTERIORS • SAFETY-SIGHT INSTRUMENT PANEL 
• MORE
POWMFIA JUMBO-DRUM MAKES with Dubl-Ufe tivetless brake linings • IMPROVED CENTER
-POINT
STEERING— and Center-Point Design.
PLUS TIME-PROVED POWER arte4
AUTOMATIC IltAPISMISMOM
--proved by more than • billion miles of performance
IA the hands of hundreds of thousands of owners.
Optional on De Liam models a: extra east.
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR!
CHEVROLET
\ STEVENS CHEVROLET co..,
W. Market St. Phone 
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. and Mrs. Cheste
r Marshall,
tree, have been visiting her
r, C. T. Henson and 
Mrs,




Geneva Garnett and chil-
d Chkalle• are viaiting her
ts, Mr. and Mrs. 0. R. Wade.
rile Quertermous under-
surgery at the 1. C. hospital
•ucah Monday morning for
val of his eye which was
from pieces of steel in
received while at work at
mines last week. Mrs. Quer-
oes is at the bedside of her
rs of the Baptist church
INCI their pastor, Rev. Watts,
Mrs, Watts with a miscellan-
shower at their home Mon-
:light
. and Mrs. Roy Ashby spent
weekend in Calvert City via-
Ring friends.
Circles 1 and 2 of the Baptist
cliurch met at the church Thurs-
day for an all day of prayer ser-
vice.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. T. Henson Sunday were Mrs.
Chester Marshall, Detroit; Mr.
and Mrs. George Johnson, Pa-
ducah.
Several from here attended
basketball game in Murray Tues-
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess,
Mrs. Cecil Brasher and J. E. Hill-
yard were in Evansville shopping
Tuesday.
Mrs. J. B. Sory sold her home
here last week to Mr. and Mrs.
Dock Baker. Mrs. Sory and Miss
Dora Young wil move to Owens-
boro to reside. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Bak-
er will move from the Akridge
farm to their home here soon.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Loyd moved
to their new home south of town
OE SURE THE
HEADS YOUR XMAS LIST
All you do is drop in the Bread
Brow Lowers Itself Automatically
No levers to push
Toast Raises Itself Silently
without Popping or Bonging
The entirely new toaster that has completely
changed the public's conception of what an auto-
matic toaster should do. It will delight her.
McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO. -
US W. MARKET PHONE 2091
.04141,41,111.11111PUPPURIANNUIPUINallailariallAPCIP1414.1.4
.1 4 4 el .1 /a 4 4
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A Happy Marriage Is
Not Menaced By Minor
Spats, Says Expert
Winnipeg — (AP) -- Marriages
are not headed for the rocks just
because the husband and wife do
net see eye-to-eye on everything.
Dr. Gerda Allison, mother and
doctor, says it is perfectly natur-
al, and also desirsrble, for husband
and wife not to agree on every-
thing. The prime requisite of the
happy marriage is agreement on
the ultimate goal.
She said each person has to
take some individuality into mar-
iage and retain it.
Dr. Allison was one of three
peakers who addressed the West-
Mater Church marriage clinic.
e others were Dr. Murray
empben and Dr. Dorothea Wer-
ND . ' AFFECTIONATE REUNION: The 13 ass of
Windsor, first aboard the liner Queen Elizabeth as it docked at
New York last week, affectionately embraces the Duke of Wind-
sor. After kissing and embracing at the head of the gangway,
the Duke and Duchess kissed again and again for photographer
until the Duchess said: "Look, we are overdoing it." Both laughed
when asked to comment on published rumors of an estrangement.
(AP Wirephoto)
Friday.
iMr. and Mrs. Malcom Blackburn
Ind daughters were dinner guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Blackburn, Sunday.
F. E. Ordway spent several' days
last week in Louisville.
es,&, s. C. H. Brockmeyer, Sr., has
reiVned from the Princeton hos-
pital where she was a patient sev-
eral days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and
son, Dennis, visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Wring, as
Marion Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Young and
Cayce-Yost Presents
Here's bedroom sty/ing that's far out front in 
advanced
modem design—but priced, within easy reach of a 
practical
budget! And just as practically, Horizon's lar
ge golden sun-
burst pulls and strong projecting tops are as easy o
n finger
reach, too, as they are on the eye! What's more, 
Horizon's
super smooth sheer surface design gives dust no f
oothold—
makes it easy for your dust cloth!




She Knows And Loves
To Wear!
—Exclusive At.—
.1 al a ad a.
Bed, Chest, Dresser






Wonderful grace and rich-
ness to make your "Perfect
Hostess" visions come glor-
iously true! A true wood-
crafter's masterpiece of style
and craftsmanship in every
detail.
Table, Chairs, Buffet, China
Cabinet  2334.95
Mahogany





To Controj TB Is
Urged In County
By Dr. W. L. Cash
(County Health Officer)
Dr. W. L. Cash, Caldwell Coun-
ty Health Officer, urges that ev-
eryone help in the control of tu-
berculosis by purchasing Christ-
mas seals this month.
December is reserved annually
for the sale of seals by the Na-
tional Tuberculosis Association.
Money obtained in this way is
used for urgently needed medical
research, tuberculosis case find-
ing and education of the public
about the disease. Ninety-four
cents out of every dollar raised
by the seal sale remains in Ken-
tucky for use in carrying out state
and local programs.
In Kentucky the problem of
tuberculosis is particularly acute.
Last year 1,286 Kentuckians,
eight of them in Caldwell county,
died of the diesase.
Dr. H. M. Kelso, director of
county Health Work of the Ken-
tacky State Department of
Health, stated that he hopes ev-
eryone in Kentucky will support
the Kentucky Ttiberculosis Asso-
ciation's seal sale campaign this
year. "Without their help and co-
operation," he said, "that phase eif
our. program, (tuberculosis con-
trol) would be greatly handicap-
The seal sale will continue
through the 25th of this month,
giving everyone an opportunity
to buy Christmas seals and to re-
mind others of this great health
problem and the necessity for its
control by using them on letters,
Christmas cards and parcels.
TUNE BY PHONE
Vienna — (AP) — Your violin
off key? Your oboe flat? If you
were in Vienna, you could dis-
card the old tuning fork and call
the telephone company.
Since Vienna is the traditional
capital of the music world, the
state telephone system h as ar-
ranged .so you can dial A(-69 -mid
get by phone a standard A-pitch
of 440 vibrations of a tuning fork
Per second.
When cold air flows over warm
land or water, the vapor rising
from the latter is quickly con-
densed to produce fog.
Thirty-five vessels are being
built in the Ftyukyus and 25 in
Japan under a program to restore
permanently the Ryukyuan fish-
ing fleet.
son, of Louisville, are visiting his
father, L B. Young and Mrs.
Young. Mrs. Milton Young was
called here by the illness of her
father in Eddyville.
A milk cow belonging to J. T.
Dorroh, ernployee of the Valley
Grocery, fell on ice Sunday af-
ternoon and fractured her leg.
a Mr. and Mrs. Jim Blackburn
have moved to their home in
town from the S. D. Loyd farm.
You con pay all
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Dr. Canrpbell said t h e truly
appy couple must have a num-
r of things in common.
In addition to a real affection,
motional maturity, intellectual!
nion and a union of body and,
ul, he said the happy couple,
hould have common background,
hurch, grammar, table manners
nd similar elements including a dregyugeseesecipoiseffealefanaftios
mutual hobby.
Complete frankness and an un-
derstanding of your mate is vital,
he added.
Both doctors stressed equal
partnership status for husband
and wife. "Dignified Victorian ac-
quiescence is no longer fashion-
able," Dr. Allison said. Also, as far
as the wife is concerned, she de-
plored "slavish submission."
Marriage was not the end of
the story. "ft is just the begin-
ning," a "dynamic state" calling
for continual adjustments. The











Will Remain Open To 8 P. M. Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday, Decem-
ber 21 Through December 23 For The
Convenience of Christmas Shoppers.
Stores Will Close Monday, Decem-
ber 25 And Monday, January 1.
Merchants Request That Shoppers Pick
Up Their Layaways At The Different






I LOve Teu Per Itl
I`wil Of Ott t Way Iitllee
• try •
•
humor . . and an informed and
realistic attitude toward sex."
Dr. Wardrop said "Sex educa-
tion should be according to the
development of a child and should
start with children, not at the
pre-marital stage."
Try A Leader Classified Aal
Page Throe
once, understanding and. good Among other adverse results, •
overweight plays an important
role irtlbone and joint disorders.
Brazil is the wrrld's second
largest corn-growing country, be.
hind the United States.
Mail is delivered regularly to
a colony of house-boats on the
Thames River at Chelsea, Lon-
don.
It's mighty hard to describe our Christmas items
- - - Why not come in and see?. - - or phone 2556.
We have:
POINSETTIA PLANTS - - - and all the rest.
CUT FLOWERS and CORSAGES - - -
ARRANGEMENTS - - - for the door, mantle
or table.
(Unique, Original Patterns.)
DECORATIVE MATERIALS: Wreaths, Rope,
Greens and Novelties.
GIFT ITEMS: Memorial Wreaths.
A. H. Templeton, Florist
We will remain open til 8 P. M. the week preced-




1 44 s* ifitetir;Tu4
What woman doesn't yearn to
wear deliciously feminine lingerie!
For a Christmas gift she'll treas-
ure, give these enchanting negli-
gees, slips, gowns and panties
embellished with lace and em-
broidery! We've pajamas for
sleeping and television viewing
. . . designed for every taste(





Under Pro Der Trainin
a
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRIN
CETON. KENTUCKY
New York — "Mommy." "Dad-
dy." "Bye-bye."
Three simple words,, spoken in
a muffled tone, were the entir
e
vocabulary of five-year-old Kay.
The brown-eyed, dark haired lit
-
tle girl had been hard of hear
ing
since birth.
Unable tq head spoken words,
she could not understand the
meaning of sounds and therefore
was unable to speak. She had
learned those three words pain-
fully through constant practice.
Today, little Kay could deliver
a speech with all the words she
has learned at Manhattan's Junior
High Seficiol 47, one of the largest
public schools in the world for




hard of hearing. Here Kay and
six hundred other children learn
hotv to talk and interpret spee
ch
along with the three R's.
Even the tiny tots in their pre
-
school nursery have little hearing
aids strapped on to their wais
ts.
Every classroom is equipped with
an amplifier. Maximum u
se is
made of the smallest amoun
t of
hearing which a child may ha
ve.
The Hearing Foundation of N
ew
York, non-profit information b
u-
reau, says that no child is bo
rn
totally deaf but that there is 
al-
ways some hearing. Abilit
y to
use this hearing will deteri
orate
rapidly unless it is stimulated.
Children who are unable to






Full color movies ore easy to ma
ke
. . . and economical, too, wit
h the
-Reliant." One roll of 8mm. 
Kodo-
chrome Film gives you 30 or mo
re
full-color scenes for only $3.75, 
which
Includes processing. Camera, 
with









































BARONE DOWNED BY HEAVY
WEIGHT CHAMPION: Nick Ba-
rone, stocky former marine from
 Syracuse, N. Y., is on the canvas
when he was kayoed in the 11th 
round by Heavyweight Champion
Ezzard Charles at Cincinnati, last 
week. Charles stands over the
challenger. Barone turned on his
 side at the count of six and
stayed there until counted out. (AP
 Wirephoto)
leap by blowing feathers acr
oss.
their desks. The teachers care-
fully act out different' vowels un-
til the children can pronounce
them. That feat is the first step
toward speech. Parents are en-
couraged to sit in on this train-
ing when the child first enters
the school. "The improvement in
my little girl's speech is a mira-
cle," little Kay's mother said at
the end of her first year.
When a child enters the school,
exitensive tests determine how
much her hearing was impaired.
The school also maintains a test-
ing clinic for the entire city, test-
ing over 4,000 children each year.
Doctors contend that half the
cases of deafness, which general-
ly begin in childhood years, could
be cured or at least arrested if
given immediate medical atten-
tion. It has been estimated that
three million children in this
country are hard of hearing, half
of them needlessly so because of
ignorance or neglect. The Hear-
ing Foundation figures that one-
third or approximately one mil
-
lion need' special aid to get
through school.
Also included in the school pro-
gram is work with children who
have normal hearing but speech
defects. Muscular training is giv-
en to cerebral palsy victims to
help them also learn to speak.
DOUBLE TROUBLE
University, Miss. — (AP) ---4
Football fans of the University of
Mississippi are getting used to
twin football players. Twice this
season, Ole Miss has faced twins
on the opposition team—and the
Rebs also have a set of their own.
For Mississippi, it's David and
James Salley, who hail from
Kingsport, Tenn., and play left
and right halfback. The Salleys
were matched with Kentucky's
Jones twins, Harry and Larry, on






RECTANGULAR TUBE for TV just as the Camera "sees" it!
• You'll marvel at this big-screen TV that's brighte
r,
clearer than ever before ... yet priced so low anyone
 tin
enjoy it in their home. Many exclusive Motorola featur
es
like ... 2 Simple controls. Turn set on—select station
—
that's all! All in a smart cabinet of mahogany or limed







The forest products Industries
in the United States directly or
Indirectly provide 3 million jobs.
The one-time pirate stronghold,
Port Royal, Jamaica, was known
as the "wickedest spot on earth."
Many ancient towns on the east









(By Miss Nola Wilson)
News seems scarce but we
will try to write some. 
There
were several present Su
nday
morning at church but du
e to
the snow there was no pr
eaching
Sunday night.
The W. M. S. Prayer for Mis-
sions met Tuesday. Those p
resent
were Mrs. Ernest Lacy, 
Mts.'
Press Lilly, Mrs. Denzil F
uller
and Nola Wilson.
Mrs. Fred Burress is f
eeling
some better. She has been
 un-
der the care of Dr. Ralp
h Cash
for rheumatism for sometim
e.
Little David Michael Rogers i
s
feeling, better after being tre
at-
ed by Dr. Ralph Cash.
Royce Ladd has been absen
t
from school several days s
uffer-
ing from an ear trouble. He
 is
treated by Dr. Frank P. Gian
-
nini.
Dogs usually run foxes but it is
the other way here. A ma
d fox
ran a dog belonging to Mrs. A
n-
nie Rogers and killed 
several
chickens and took refuge unde
r
the porch. Neighbors assist
ed in
killing the fox and the famil
y
killed the dog.
Mr. Wallace Oden and Mr
.
Charles Haile have gone to D
e-
troit to work.
Poles have been dropped her
e
or the electric line.
Mr, and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers 
re-
cently visited their d
aughter,
Mrs. 0. V: Martin and Mr.
 Mar-
tin at Louisville.
Mrs. Ernest Lacy recently vis
-
ited Mrs. Gresham and 
Mary
Lou.
Mesdames Waylon Rogers, C. B
.
Rogers and L. W. Rogers rece
nt-
ly visited the Rogers and B
urton
families.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd re
-
cently visited the Leslie Ladds.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Roger
s
were in Hopkinsville last we
ek
When they sold their apartm
ent
house at Third and Libe
rty
streets.
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Roger
s
and Mr. and Mrs. Don Adam
s
visited Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rog-
ers Saturday night.
Mrs. Earl Vinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Rogers, Mr. ' and Mrs
.
Gilmer Rogers and Mr. and Mrs
.
Waylon Rogers visited Messrs. L.
W. Rogers and C. B. Rogers Sun-
!ay.Mr. and Mrs. Les
lie Ladd, Mr.
and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers and Mau-
rine visited Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Ladd Sunday.
The Dillinghams visited Mrs.
l Elnora Adams at Cobb, Su
nday.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton and Be-
You could look the whole
town over, trying to learn
who buys it ... who sells ...
who rents . . who repairs.
Or, you could do it faster—
without leaving your easy











New York — (AP) — How va
lu-
able le homework?
It may have no value, says Dr.
James V. McGill, first assistant
In social studies in New York
City's John Adamd High School,
writing in "High Points", a mag-
azine published by the New York
City Board of Education.
McUill enlisted four Ad-
ams High School social studies
teachers in a two-term experi-
ment. On the basis of ability and
Intelligence tests, they paired off
185 pupils, half in. classes Where
no homework was required, the
other half in' classes with daily
homework. Tests at the end of
the year showed about the same
level of achievement.
However, cautions Dr. McGill,
let's not follow this conclusion
out the window. A great deal of
research must still be instituted
In allied fields, particularly in
the various branches of English,
verly visited Mr. Otis Storms and
family at Princeton, Sunday.
- -
siou can still buy a
It's the BEST BUY in a BIG WAY!
Dodge gives you more load apace! You get
 the
biggest body of any of the three leading Y2
-ton
pick-ups. And )vu get the biggest windshie
ld and
the widest seat. You get more room for p
ayload
and more room for driving comfort. Mor
e visi-
bility, too! In every way, you get more truck f
or
your money.
Dodge gives you all these extra-value features
Cress-type sfeerIng--puier handling; you can
 turn in
38-it. Circle.
-Ile 911-11.9. Dodge truck engine —"Job-Rated
" for
economy and long chrome-plated top piston
ring, extra-cape cooling system, preeieure
 lubrica-
tion and other tiding features.
Melsturiipeoef syshoun —more d
ependable
bad-weather sesifline.
Cyclebend twil4 lialegs—smoother, safer 
braking
action, longer tiMlig life.
Independent parillheg brake—operates on the 
propeller
shaft for greater safety.
, December 14,
"to ascertain whether the
of the subject matter O a
in the result obtained."
Try a Leader Classitim
-1011401/01,
She Will Love
A BOX OR A PAIR pp
Humming-Bird
Nylons
America's most g00 t
After Stockings!
GIFT-WRAPPED pen
— Exclusive At _
Princeton
Shoe Co.










Costume Jewelry Baby Jewelry
Parker Fountain Pens
Ronson's, Evans & Zippo Lighters
Elmer's Fine Candies
Coty and Evening in Paris Toilet Sets
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Yes, indeed, you can still get a big Dodge
"Job-Rated" -ton pick-up on mighty
easy terms. With a small down payment
you can get a dependable Dodge pick-up,
"Job-Rated" for years of economical
service on your job. Come in and let us
show you how easy it is to own this
low-priced pick-up!
EQUALLY EASY TERMS AVAILABLE on all Do
dge "Joh
Rated" Trucks—from h-ton to 4 tons capacity.
watme offed vou FWD DRIVEoniti
exclusive feature available on all TA-,
_


































rsday, December 14, 1950
ilv Oliver C. Allcock
Soil Conservation Service)
ifton Clift, superintendent of
well County Schools, reports
a number of soil conserve-
essays have already been
ed in from the county schools
.
• McCutchin of the Dot-
School advises that a num-
of soil essays have been cowl-
at his school.
vs must be left at the of.
of the county school super-
dent or the city school su-
tendent by December 31,
to be eligible for the con-
S WORK HERE
F Amos began work as
scientist with the United
Soil Conservation Service
week at Princeton.
. Amos will be working with

































The difference between g 00
and poor pastures in Harlan coun-
ty was plainly seen following a
few weeks of dry weather, points
out Assistant Farm Agent- Jamei
J. Johnson. The good pastures
principally of Ladino clover, fes-
cue and orchard grass, were
green and producing good graz-
ing. They had been clipped and.
well cared for.
In contrast, the poor pastures
were brown and low in quality
largely because they had bee
sowed with poor seeding mix
tures, and had been mismana
and over-grazed.
Scientist, here. They will be mak-
ing soil surveys, in cooperation
with the soil conservation dis-
tricts of ' Calchvell, Trigg, Lyon
Crittenden and Livingston coun-
ties.
Mr. Amos was formerly em
ployed with the Institutional
the Farm Training Program a
Hawesville, Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos are residln
at 427 East Market street.
ENTRIES RECEIVED
Entries for the -Tom Wallace
Soil and Water, Forest and Wild
life Conservation Award" are be
ing received at the conservatio
district office.
The contest is open to farmers
cooperating with their local soi
conservation district. The land-
owner who establishes the m
conservation or makes the mos
progress in his conservation pro-
gram from January 1 to Decem-
ber 31, 1950, will be given the
highest rating. Prizes range fro
.$250 down. Entry blanks may be
Memorial Wreaths
Select Yours From A Complete Stock
Scores of Patterns
Wide Range of Colors
Complete Price Range




COO west Locust St.
I. N. Noland of Grant county
says that due to soil testing this
year, he had his beet tobacco
crop in five years. .
In Harrison county, 228 home-
makers made cotton doeskin
gloves, some of them making five
pairs.
Marshall county farmers topped
previous years in the use of am-
monia nitrate, one dealer report-
ing more than 60 tons sold for
pastures.
It is estimated that around 15,-
000 people saw the 4-H club dis-
plays in 15 store windows in Har-
lan county.
Members of Negro homemakers
clubs in Christian and Todd coun-
ties ordered 5,700 gladiola bulbs,
1,600 tulips and 800 iris bulbs.
From a poor field to one of the
best in Wolfe county resulted
when Charles E. Linden used lime
and phosphate, then seeded Ladi-
no clover and fescue.
Jesse McBrayer, Rowan coun-
ty's largest poultry producer, has
installed an electric water sys-
tem in his poultry houses.
Paul Pollitt of Boyd county
plans to improve 15 acres every
year until he has established a
permanent pasture.
Fourteen of the 19 entries in
the McCreary county corn derby
produced more than 100 bushels
secured at the district office. The
contest closets December 31, 1950,
DYNAPUTEE DITCH
A. Z. Turley has blasted a
ditch with ditching dynamite on
his farm in the Creswell com-
munity.
"Blowing a ditch with dyna-
mite is more effective when the
ground is wet," Mr. Turley said.
Mr. Turley had previously used
dynamite to construct drainage





• IN GOOD TASTE
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"The education of a farm boy
or farm girl in times like ours
must not be strictly limited to
technical knowledge," Dr. H. L:
Donovan, president of the Univer-
sity of Xenturity, declared last
week in an address at Louisville
before the Kentucky Farm Bu-
reau Federation's annual conven-
tion.
As in the past, the U. K: presi-
dent said, most of this country's
future leaders will come from
farm homes, and upon them will
be lodged the responsibility for
winning the war for the minds
of men. If they are to success-
fully meet this challenge, he con-
tinued, an education that stresses
technical training alone will not
suffice.
America's farm youth of 1950,
the convention audience was told,
must be given a broad and funda-
mental education that will help
it to understand, appreciate and
interpret the function of democra-
cy. The education of farm boys and
girls must include basic know-
ledge of English, chemistry, bio-
logy, history, political science,
literature, philosophy, ethics, eco-
nomics, sociology, music and art,
Dr. Donovan declared.
"No man or woman who ex-
pects to be a leader in the sec-
ond half of the 20th century,"
he said, "can be ignorant of the
social sciences and the humani-
ties, nor hope to succeed unless
he or she understands the com-
plexities of our civilization.
"Because of the scope of our
vocation as farmers, wc must be
broadly educated in many fields
of knowledge. Because of our re-
sponsibility as citizens we seed
to understand and apprevate, and
to the acre, the highest being 159
bushels by Herman Cornelius.
Shelby coun t y homemakers
made 13 United Nations flags for
the schools of that county.
About 5,000 acres in Ballard
county were seeded to permanent
pastures this fall, 75 per cent be-
ing to fescue and Ladino clover.
Ninety-seven farmers in Lyon
county used 2,4-D to control
weeds in corn this year, many
saying little corn would have
been harvested without it.
Perry county farmers harvested
a bumper crop of sweet potatoes
in 1950.
NOTICE TO GAS CUSTOMERS
All service and installation work must be anticipated and all re-
quests for such work must be made at our office at least one day in ad-
vance of the time expected in order to avoid delay and inconvenience.
Our large volume of work, makes it necessary that we have 
ad-
vance notice or request in order to properly plan and sched
ule the var-
ious jobs for our customers.
Only special or emergency work can be taken ca
re of on short no-
tice or on Saturdays.
You can help us to give prompt service by pla
nning ahead and
making advance requests. Your cooperation and
 assistance will be
greatly appreciated.
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. Monday through Friday
8:00 A. M. to 12:00 Noon cn Saturday
WESTERN KENTUCKY GAS COMPANY
Princeton, Ky. • W. Court Square
Phone No. 3801
NABS 4-H CLUB
The Nabb 4-H club met in regu-
lar session Tuesday afternoon,
December 5, with the meeting
called to order by President Royce
Burchett, Bobby Sisk reported.
The program was about Ken-
tucky streams and waterways.
The following talks were given:
Water makes Kentucky Great,
Bobby Sisk; The Mighty CYhio,
Thelma Mitchell; The Big San-
dy, Richard Burdi ett ; Steam
Boat days on the Ohio, Bobby
Sisk; Kentucky River, Betty Jo
Oliver; Other Rivers, by Rosco
Burchett
The next meeting is to be held
the second Tuesday in January.
be ible to interpret, the unique
function of democracy in t h e
world in which we live.
"If you have sons and daugh-
ters who plan to pursue the voca-
tion of farming, see to it, if you
expect them to become real lead-
ers in the last half of the 20th
century, that they get a broad
and fundamental education."
A thousand alligators were
washed with soap and water for a
special motion picture sequence
made at the St. Augustine, Flori-
da, alligator farm.
More Corn _Is Grown By
Farmer On Less Acreage
Many Fulton county farmers
reduced their corn acreage 40 to
60 per cent, and yet produced
more corn than any previous
year, says Farm Agent John B.
Watts.
Clint 'Workman, for example,
formerly had to raise 60 acres of
corn to fill his 2,000-bushel crib
space. Then in 1949 he became
interested in the Corn Derby. He
selected his corn plot carefully,
planted thickly, used good hybrid
seed, and fertilized as needed. As
a result, on less than 25 acres he
produced more than 2,000 bushels
each of the past two years. This
not only reduced the cost of corn
production, said Mr. Workman,
but the 35 acres not planted to
corn have been seeded to pas-
tures, which will make 200 pounds
of beef per acre.
Homer Witherspoon also re-
duced his corn acreage, and on
12% acres this year, be harvested
over 1,500 bushels, or more than
he had formerly produced on 30
acres.
NEW CHICKEN PARASITES
Two kinds of parasites not pre-
viously reported in Kentucky
chickens were found in postmor-
tem examinations at the Experi-
ment Station of the University of
Kentucky the past year. One was
a kind of tapeworm, found in a
chicken from Fayette county, and
the other a type of mite, identi-




The Kentucky Renderin9 Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
Phone 3698 Princeton, Ky.
DDT HELPS CLOVER Florida boa more than 
7,000,900
At the Agricultural Experiment cres of water.
Station at Lexington, a plot of
Kenland red clover treated in the
early bloom stage with 5-per cent
DDT dust at the rate of about 35
pounds an acre, for the control of
harmful insects, produced 306
pounds of seed an acre. The yield
on untreated clover was 241
pounds.
Important items imported into
Japan from Sweden include sul-
phite paper pulp, sulphite rayon












than most stomach treatmdnts
on the market today. It is
made up of four different med-
icines. One of the main in-
gredients is belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pain,
and that acid, gassy, beic.hy,
nervous and lack of pep feel-
ing. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today—
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tab-
1













BOY YOUR NEW DODGE TODAY!
A Better Deal Than Any Time This Year
\
76;day your .






on a great 
•
w Dodge/
Share in our success! Greatest Dodge sales in
history mean the deal of the year for you!
Bigger 14/ee
DOD
Just a tie, &Abrams',
Man the herseliptbaltare/
COME trt roma' ... And out how
easily you can own a big neir
Dodge. During this big "Share In
Our Success" event your present
car will probably more than cover
the down payment on a great new
Dodge-immediate delivery-your
choice of model and color!
Don't waft-Share In Our Suc-
cess! Come in for a grand money-
saying deal todayl be miles
and dollars ahead!
GET PROOF! SPEND S MINUTES WITH US!
e Six
THE•PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON. KENTUCKY








Mrs. Mary S. Rice, of Prince-
ton, and Clarence Leroy Lyon, 18
Huntington avenue, Boston Mass.,
were married at the Congrega-
tional Church at 10 o'clock
Thanksgiving morning, in North
Reading, Mass., with the Rev.
John Hammons officiating. Ar-
men Avjian, Abbott road, served
u best man, and Mrs. E. C. Rick-
er of Alfred, Me., was matron of
honor.
Following the ceremony, a com-
bination wedding and Thanksgiv-
ing dinner was held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Avjian.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyon left immed-
iately after the dinner for New
York and will be at home at 18
Huntington avenue, Boston, af-
ter Nov. 27. They are planning
a trip to Florida in December.
Legion Auxiliary Will
Have Christmas Party
The American Legion Auxiliary
Christmas party will be held in
the home of Mrs. Mitchell Row-
land, 126 Highland avenue, at 7:15
p. m., Thursday, December 14.
Gifts will be exchanged by the
members of tke organization,





6 Coil bed springs
6 Table lamps
1 Living room chair
1 Base rocker
2 Kitchen chairs
2 Metal wall cabinets
2 Cocktail tables








PHONE 3659 or 2016
Perry - Stallins
The wedding of Mrs. Ada Per-
ry, Princeton, to Mr. Robert Stal-
lins, of Fulton, was quietly sol-
emnized in the Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church at 2 p. m., Sat-
urday, December 9, in the pres-
ence of the family and a few im-
mediate friends.
The Rev. Joe Callender, pastor
of the church, officiated at the
single ring ceremony. Mrs. Roy
Jeffords was the matron of honor
and Mr. Garfield Jenkins served
as best man.
For the wedding the bride
chose ai royal blue velvet dress
with (corsage of pink roses. Mrs.
Jeffords wore a gray suit with
black accessories.
Mr. and Mrs. Stallins are at
home on the Sandlick road,
Princeton.
54 Attend Christmas
Party For BPW Club
Forty-three nufoilyers and 11
guests attended the Christmas
party of the Business and Pro-
fessional Woman's Club Tuesday
night in the basement of the First
Christian Church which had been
beautifully decorated for the oc-
casion by Miss Eliza Nall.
Birdie Moore and Audie Green
were co-chairmen with Lillian
Pruett in charge of the program.
Elizabeth Gray served as toast-
mistress.
Mrs. Eula Mae Morgan, Lexing-
ton, former state president of the
organization, was a gcest of the
club. Mrs. George Eldred, also a
guest, led the club in the singing
of Christmas carols.
The next meeting is to be held
on January 8, with Mrs. Robert
Chambers in charge of the pro-
gram.
Mrs. Catlett Is Beta
Sigma Phi Speaker
v Miss Joan Berry, South Jeffer-
son, was hostess to the members
of the Beta Sigma Phi for its
regular meeting Tuesday even-
ing, with Mrs. C. W. Scott, vice-
president, conducting the busi-
ness session.
The program on oratory was
given by Mrs. S. 0. Catlett, who
used a perfect example of good
oratory, "Lincoln's Gettysburg
Address."
Members of the club voted to
provide baskets for needy fami-
lies at the Christmas season.
A dessert course was served to
Mesdames Roy Rowland, D. C.
Miller, Virgil Woodall, Frederick
McConnell, Glenn Bright, John
Akins, Shelby Pool, James Guess,
Jimmie Hodge, Bill Robinson, C.
W. Scott, Miss Joan Berry, and
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, director of
the sorority.
Mr. And Mrs. R. D. Leech
Hosts To Dinner Party
• Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Leech were
huts to a dinner party Sunday in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Stallins at their home on South
Jefferson.
Other guests were Mr. Elbert
Leech, Mr. John Leech, Mrs. Eula
Holt, Mrs Glenn Strong and son,









Christmas shopping be sure
to see our assortment of Sheer Hosiery, Hand-
made Handkerchiefs, Purses, Kentucky Stationery,
Imperial Crystal Wear, Roseville Pottery, Um-
brellas - - - sizes for three-year-olds to ladies,
Linens, Luncheon Sets, Towels and Napkins.
SEE OUR NEW STOCK OF
CHRISTMAS DRESSES
COATS REDUCED - - - All Sizes - - -
They Make Ideal Gifts
;
ISala 4ul Clips Nall
•406111%.1111,1141,111a4011411
Birthday Party Given
Honoring Gary Catlett . .
'ary Catlett, son of Mr. and
rs. Robert Catlett, was guest of
honor at a party given Saturday
afternoon at his home, 608 Hop-
kinsville street, in celebration of
his twelfth birthday.
After several games were play-
ed, ice cream and cake were ser-
ved and then the children .were
taken to the theatre.
Those present were Betty
Gayle Morgan, Bill Smith, Sandra
Gresham, Al Smith, David Brown,
Carolyn Adams, Bob Bishop, Ann
Brinkley, Ira Fears, Saundra
Sweeney, Jimmie, Johnny a n d
Gary Catlett.
Mrs. Eula Mae Morgan, Lex-
ington, spent the weekend in the
home of Mr. and Mrs Craig Rob-
erts.
Mrs. William Rice has returned
to her home on Washington street
after a two-week visit in Louis-
ville.
Mr. Mallory Porter is reported
seriously ill at his home in Cobb.
this week.
Mr. Bernard Davis of Leitch-
field, Ky., visited Miss Jean Har-
ris of this city over the weekend.
Miss Marlene Cash, Paducah,
spent the weekend with Miss
Jane Hogan.
Mrs. W. D. Davis spent several
days last week in Madisonville
visiting her son, Mr. Lowell Dav-
is and family.
S/Sgt. and Mrs. Lynford Dren-
nan and daughters, June and
Jean, will be visiting relatives in
Princeton and Dawson Springs
during the holidays.
Mrs. Melvin Fralick, Mrs. Jour-
ney Kennedy, Mrs. Otis Darnell
and Mrs. W. H. Holsapple spent
last Tuesday in Paducah shop-
ping.
Mrs. Maurice Humphrey went
shopping in Madisonville Monday.
Mrs. Tom Roach, Midway, Ky.,
returned to her home Sunday af-
ter a visit with her daughter,
Mrs. John S. Hutcheson, Jr., and
family, Highland avenue.
Mrs. John S. Hutcheson, Sr.,
Corbin, Ky., arrived Saturday
night for a visit with her son,
John S. Hutcheson, Jr., and fam-
ily.
Mrs. Ethel French returned to
her home on Highland avenue
Friday after several weeks in the
Kentucky Baptist Hospital, Louis-
ville, where she has undergone
treatment. Her condition is re-
ported improved and she is able
to be up a part of the time.
Mrs. Lucy Young is seriously
ill at her home on South Semin-
ary street. .
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Powley,
Cadiz road, spent Saturday in Pa-
ducah.
Mrs. William Brelsford spent
Saturday in Paducah where she
visited her mother, Mn. J. R.
Mr. and Mrs. William Brels-
ford and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
McConnell were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Lowry Caldwell and
children, West Main street.
Miss Tommie Hayden returned
Friday frof Albuquerque, New
Mexico, where she visited h e r
sister for the past week.
Mrs. Robert Gordon, Hopkins-
vine street, visited her family in
Mississippi last week.
Mrs Glenn Cartwright under-
went minor surgery at the
Princeton last week.
Mrs. Frank Pickens, 204 South
Donivan, is recuperating from a
broken arm, suffered recently at
the home of her sister.
COME ON IN, THE SNOW'S FINE; Jea
nnine Maxwell (left),
Jacksonville, Ill., and Shirley Black, Kankakee,
 Ill., sophomores at
Millikin University at Decatur, Ill., donned 
bathing suits, over-
shoes, gloves and head shawls to cavort in the 
snow just to make a
"pretty weather picture". Snowstorms over t
he midwest left a




Mr. and Mrs. Richard Henry
Peek, Dycusburg, on the birth of
a son, Richard Henry Peek, Jr.,
at the Princeton Hospital, De-
cember 6. • .
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sherrill, Cri-
der, on the birth of a daughter,
kndrea Fayette Sherrill, at the
Princeton Hospital, December 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ryon, 809
Mechanic street, on the birth of
a daughter, Diana Lynn Ryon,
December 7.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Hobby,
Route 1, Princeton, on the birth of
a son, Cecil Earl Hobby, Novem-
ber 27.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Ray
Jackson, Wood street, on the
birth of a daughter, Peggy Rose
Jackson, December 6.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest McClure,
306 Locust street, on the birth of
of a son, Michael Wayne McClure,
November 15.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Woodrow
Stallins, 305 Baldwin Avenue, on
the birth of a son, Ronald Wayne
Stallins, November 19.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ladd, Jr.,
411 Franklin street, on the birth
of a daughter, Bonnye Gail Ladd,
November 22.
• • •
_ Mr. and Mrs. Jack 0. Rodman,
North Seminary street, on Ilse
birth of a son, J a m es Tilford
Rodman, November 23.
Mr. and /dr; Ralph Albert
Nelson, 322 S. Harrison, on the
birth of a daughter, Martha Marie
Nelson, November 29.
Musical Program Given
At Rotary Meet Tuesday
A musical program presented
by a quartet, girls' WO and a
quintet from the Butler High
School Glee club was heard by
members of the Rotary Club at
the organization's regular week-
ly meeting Tuesday night at the
First Christian Church.
The trio consisted of Catherine
Hopper, Jane Smith and Nancy
Farmer. Members of the quartet
we re Ronnie Filer, Roswald
Hooks, James Cook and Gordon
Trader. Those of the quintet
were Norma Sue Cartwright, Bar-
bara Strong, Joan Mitchell, Con-
nie Stevens and Jane Smith. The
program was under the direction
of Mrs. R. A. Mabry, Butler mu-
sic teacher.
Announcement was made that
a Rotary queen has been select-
ed and her name will be announc-
ed at a later date. Plans also were
made for the chib's annual Christ-
mas program to be held at the
regular meeting next week.
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and many other colorful holiday flowers.
A Complete Line of GREENERY For Your
Christmas Decorations ,
ORDER EARLY
A. M. HARVILL GREENHOUSE
PHONE 3655 EDDYVILLIII ROAD
Butler Faculty Plans
Entertainment Dec. 19
A pot luck dinner and evening
of entertainment for the Butler
High School faculty and their
wives and husbands has been
planned for Tuesday, December
19, beginning at 6:30 p. m., in
the home economics department,
it is announced.
-God Leaders Prepare
Buffet Meal At Home
Twentysthree food leaders pre-
pared a buffet meal at the 
home
of Home Agent Wilma 
Vandiver,
December It
The major lesson, "The 
Social
Hour", will be studied by 
411
homemakers clubs during Deeeai-
ber.
Those present were Mrs. Rus-
sell Yates, Mrs. Charles 
Baker,
Fredonia Valley; Mrs. J. G. Lew-
is, Mrs. Walter Rogers, Da
wson
road; Mrs. Robert Coleman, Mrs
.
Hu gh Goodwin, Hopkinsville
road; Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell, Mrs.
Willis K. Crawford, Otter Pond;
Mrs. Roy Traylor, Mrs. Roosey
I Roberts, Qiiiinn; Mrs. Jimmie
Jones, Eddy Creek; Mrs. Guy
Luellen, M r s. Deon Murphy,
Cobb; Mrs. Harlan Ennis, Mrs. J.
C Myers, Crider; Mrs. J. W.
Crowe, Mrs. Deamon Morris,
Friendship; Miss Jane Beck, Mrs.
Alvin Lisanby, Eddyville road;
Mrs. Willis Brasher, Flatrock;
Miss Iva Sharp, Lakewocd; Mrs.
Erbey Cruce, Mrs. Marvin Dar-
nell, Hill View.
SUFFERS BROKEN LEG
K. L. Martin, Illinois Central
yardmaster at the South Yards,
suffered a broken leg while set-
ting a handbrake on a cut of rol-
ling cars Monday afternoon and
entered the I. C. Hospital in Pa-
ducah that night for treatment,
it is reported.
Only the small bone was frac-
tured and Mr. Martin is expected
home the latter part of the week,
it was stated.
The 2,500,000 inhabitants of Safflower, an oil
Hainan Island are mostly Chinese. imported from India
plant, was
and Russia.
Mystery Of Human Pain
Still Remains Unsolved
(By Howard W. Blakeslee)
New Volt — The mystery of
pain is eseplained in a new boo
k,
Principles of Internal Medicine.
(Blakiston Co., Philadelphia) It
tells the entire story of medicine
almost wholly in language that
even a doctor must read slowly to
understand.
The pain section is much clear-
er to laymen, possibly because
even today scientists know little
about pain.
The book says that the nerves
that carry pain are different
from those conducting cold,
touch and pressure. Erectly what
these pain nerves are is not
known. They may not even be
special nerves, but some sort of
a combination.
At least two pain-nerve path-
ways are identified. One carries
"bright, pricking" pain that is
likely tO make you jump.
This pain travels through some
of the thick nerve fibers. When
you burn your skin the pain is
carried by a different set of
nerves. They are smaller and they
carry the pain sensation more
slowly. The differences in speed
are small fractions of seconds
only.
This duel pathway for pain does
not tell much of the puzzle, 'be-
cause each nerve is made of two
thousand fibers.
Pain is due in part to the kind
of tissues and their arrangement.
What would cause pain on your
skin does not hurt intestine or
the membranes that hold them.
A cut in a muscle does
&Inge much pain. But lit o s
lutiops getting into .
example in "a hypodermic, ea
severe pain. Muscles are mos
likely to hurt when they are r
Id, a condition that doctors
spasm Or cramps.
Arteries and veins, but part
eularly arteries, may find ri
punctures very painful.
One of the worst paina.of -
from the heart conditions
as angina pectoris, is a sensati
of aching and burning, whi
doesn't stop for even an install
IL is due to lack of enough ury
gen in heart muselis.
Finally there are emoti
Most pain is partly emoti




December It, 10.00 a. m
Friendship, M r s. J. Wilbe
Crowe.
December 15, 5.00 p. in., H
kinsville road, Mrs Otto Tow
December 19, 10 00 a. ,m.,
Mrs. Etta Taylor, ro-hostess,
Jerry Holloway.
December 19, 10:00 a. in
Pond, Mrs. W. K. Crawford,
hostess, Mrs. W. P Crawford.
December 20, 10:00 a. in.,
der, Mrs. Hugh Yates.
December 20, 10:00 a. in
Farmersville, Mrs Luke Ray.
December 21, 10:00 a. rn., Da
son road, Mrs. la mah Hopper.
Jacauard Crepe Ties
All Silk S1.49
Give him a new tie wardrobe.





sewn outaeam. Neat rolled cuff.
Attractive cork. color only.
Men's Dress Shirts
$1.98
Fine quality white broadcloth




Tan pig grain capeskin. Full
lined fingers, thumb. Wrist
side openings Outseam sewn
hem.
A Favorite With Men






with elastic side goring.
Kraylex insole and lining.
Hard leather solc, rubber



















Coat Style in .. .
Men's Pajamas
$2.98
Full cut arid sanforized for
comfort and lasting fit. The
trousers have elastic inserts
at waist. Carefully tailored
coat style in assorted colors.
Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner
Color Slack Socks
35c
Soft, cotton in choice of
stripes, colors. Elastic web





Soft calfskin leaf':' r, ea
r.
treating color over! .v vamp






White cotton in choice of
 3'
printed border patterns, 
col-
or combinations.
W. J. Heghey, Mgr.
ogarlf
on OP





































































































taro golf tournaments 
in the
twelve months. The 
U. S.
would have been 
enough.
the big one.
ea the 38-year-old pro f
rom
ey, Pa., by way of 
Dublin,
awed at Merion after
 a
way tie with Lloyd Ma
n-
ila George 
Fazio it was a
one conclusion 
that he would
ted the golfer of the 
year by
ellow Prog•
an, five times golf's
 leading
y winner in the last 
eleven
suffired near fatal injur-
hen his automobil
e and a
aides! near El Psi% Tex.,
ary, 1949. There was lit-
that he would ever com-
et tournaments aga
in, much
Fwing a golf club.
an waited until l
ast Jan-
eleven months after his
tn launch a comeback.
Sammy Snead tied for
Los Angeles -Open
. A few
later the stammer beat Ho-
by four strok
es in the playl
But right then, with 1950 in
rimy, Hogan began one of
most successful come-
little man with the big
tied Byron Nelson for fou
rth
in the Masters. Then he
the $10,000 Greenbrier Open






Any Other Tractor on
*PERFORMANCE
*Fun SAVINGS
* KM I i.EX1BILITY
*LONsa JFE QUALITY
H. C. P'POOL
TR TOR and IMPL. CO.
, December 14, 1950
gan, Golfer Of Year,
on Open By Hard Way
with a 21-under par 259. From
there he went on to take the
Open for the second time with a
69 compared with Mangrum's 73
and Fazio's 75.
Thereafter he limited his ap-
pearances. However, in a year no-
table for 14 comebacks, Hogan's
return to the golfing pinnacle
was one of the top achievements
of the year.
SNEAD WON THE MONEY
Snead for the second straight
year was golf's leading money
winner. By September he had
Clinched the honor with $33,758
won In tournament play. Among
his successes were the Los An-
geles, Texas, Greensboro, West-
ern, Reading, Pa., Middle Atlan-
tic and North-South opens. He
also scored at Miami Beach, Fort
worth, Tex., and in the Inverness
four-ball at Toledo with Jim
Ferrier.
However, after taking the $250
medalist prize in the PGA tour-
ney, Snead was eliminated in the
second round by Eddie Burke of
Cleveland. Chandler Harper won
the PGA crown with a 4 to 3
victory over Henry Williams at
Columbus, 0.
LOCKE WINNER AGAIN
Bobby Locke, the South Afri-
can with the rusty putter and the
uncanny knack of trimming
America's best pros, was rein-
stated by the PGA following a
suspension of nine months for his
failure to participate at Toledo
in 1949. His only 1950 tournament
here saw him beat Lloyd Man-
grum by four shots in a playoff
to take the Tam o'Shanter All-
American and top prize of $2,500.
A month before he won his sec-
ond straight British Open.
The pros had their usual rhu-
barbs and in the spring the PGA
ousted George Schneiter, tourna-
ment bureau manager, for his
part in a player revolt.
Two comparatievly unknows
had their day. Lee Mackey of
Birmingham, Ala., shot a record
breaking 84 in the first round of
Beher Cough Relief
When new drugs or okl fail to stop
vour courh or chest cold don't delay.
Creomullsion contains °Ws' safe, help-
ful, proven int/re:ire!' and no nar-
cotics to eiste:b nature's process. It
goes nt to the seat of the trouble to
cid nature 'soothe and heal raw, ten-
der, inflamed branchial membranes.
Coaranteed to you or druggist
refunds money. Crearniaaion has stood
the t—t cf many ra.li'Jas of users.
rtnE011filinVON
111••••es Combs, Ord C,Itt, Acute Dronci
ois
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON. KENTUCKY
Our Modern World Catches
WINS BACK $5011 ,CHILD: Mrs. Viola, Edwards and her daughter,
Jewell Viree Edwarda, four, smile at Birmingham, Ala., after a
court order returned the girl from her foster mother. The child's
father was accused of selling her to a couple for adoption for $5
00.
He denied it. (AP Wireptioto)
the open and unemployed Sam
Urzetta of East Rochester, N. Y.,
never a big winner, upset Frank
Stranahan of Toledo on the 39th
hole of the U. S. Amateur final
at Minneapolis. It was the long-
est amateur in history. Stranahan
previously had won the British
Amateur with an 8 to 8 triumph
over' Dick Chapman of Pinehurst,
N. C. Crooner Bing Crosby failed
to get past the first round.
BAUERS TURN PRO
Among the women golfers, two
sisters from Midland, Tex., were
the rage. Marlene Bauer, 15, and
Alice, 22, won the international
four-shall at Hollywood, Fla., and
in the Palm Beach final Marlene
was the winner. In the spring
they turned professional but they
were no match for Mrs. Mildred
(Babe) Didrikson Zaharias, who
last winter was voted the female
athlete of the half century!
Babe scored in the women's
Titleholder at Augusta, the
Weathervane cross-country, won
the Western Open at Denver a
fourth time, took the All-Ameri-
can with an eight-under par 296
at Chicago and won the eight-
player 'world's pro women's
crown at Tam o'Shanter with a
293, four over men's par. In the
Eastern open she bowed by one
stroke to Patty Berg.
She and her husband, ex-
wrestler George &diaries, no w
have a -financial interest' in 'Pam-
toirsitemeapegivectegtweentoitetectirtvelitevev
Its rich, full tone says...
finest quality!
Motorola
FM/AM RADIO • 3 SPEED 
PHONOGRAPH
Truly beautiful furniture 
styling is yours in this
smart, modern console of rich
 mahogany. Flawless
FM and AM radio rece
ption. Noiseless, auto-
matic record changer that 
plays all speeds
whisper-free! (78, 45 and 33-
1/3 r.p.m.) Plenty
of record storage space too. 









Washington — Noted for their
construction a n d destruction
wherever American forces have
gone to war, U. S. Army engi-
neers have received less attention
for a major operation here. They
have been active in the planning,
construction, even the mainte-
nance of buildings, parks and
grounds in the District of Colum-
bia.
George Washington chose a
former officer of his Corps of
Engineers—Major Pierre Charles
L'Enfant----to survey and lay out
the original plan of the city. His
plan is still followed in develop-
ing the modern city.
The rebuilding of the capital
in 1817, a f ter the British had
burned it in 1814, was done by
Army engineers under the direc-
tion of Gen. Joseph G. Swift.
Swift's men built the presen
Capitol building before the mod-
ern Senate and House wings and
new dome were added at the time
of the Civil War. The later job
was done by Army engineers un-
der the direction of Capt. Mont-
gomery C. Meigs.
Captain Meigs also planned an
constructed Washington's wate
system begun in the early 18
and completed in the midst of
the Civil War Many of the orig-
inal structures are still to be
seen.
Even the Washington Monu-
ment, completed in 1885, was
built by Army engineers. So were
the old State-War-Navy building,
completed in 1888, the Medics
Museum and Library, the Gar-
field statue and pedestal and the
beautiful Library of Congress.
The paving of famous Pennsyl-
vania Ave., which links the White
House with the Capitol, was done
under the direction of Capt.
Campbell Graham, topographical
engineer.
For years the officer in charge
of buildings and grounds of
Washington and the District was
a member of the corps and laid
out the parks and grounds and
superintended or inspected the




Up With Desert People
(By Larry Allen) They all are armed. The
 Israeli
Beersheba, Israel — There's a
lot of changes being made nowa-
days in the way of living of the
nomadic Bedouin.
In the first place, he isn't so
nomadic any-more. Instead of
wandering about every day or
so over the vast Negev desert
wilderness of southern Israel,
he's more inclined to stick close
to water and food supplies.
That means also that he is near
towns or communities that can
afford some protection against
the bands of Arab marauders who
cross into Israel at unheralded
times from Jordan and Egyptian-
held territory. These marauders
usually do a let of pillaging and
don't hesitate to kill to take what
they want.
The Arab night raiders, for in-
stance, have killed 27 Bedouin
farmers and wounded 30 in the
last 18 months. An offjcial gov-
ernment report says they also
have slain 107 Jewish farmers
and wounded 74. Along with all
if this, they have driven off cat-
tle and carried off properties
cunning into tens of thousands of
dollars.
In view of all this, Bedouin
tribes think it's a good idea to
stop roaming around, particular-
ly in border areas. There are
about 12,000 Bedouins in Israel,
mostly centered near Beersheba.
pa's Forest Hills course where
Babe hopes to become club pro.
Miss Beverly Hanson, 23, Of
Fargo, N. D., who once gave up
golf for tennis, captured the wom-
en's amateur with a 6 and 4 con-
quest of Mae Murray, 24, of
Rutland, Vt., at Atlanta, Ga.
Stan Bielat, 37, Yonkers, N. Y.,
truck driver, won the 25th public
links crown at Louisville with a
7 to 5 victory over John Dobro of
Chicago.
Fred Wampler, 28, of Purdue
won the NCAA title, beating Bob
McCall, Colgate football play-
er, 2 and .I. In the women's sec-
tion, Betty Rowland, 20, of Lex-
ington, Ky., and Rollins College
gained the crown with a 4 to 3
victory over favored Grace Len-









With Leather Soles and
Rubber Heels--
FOR WOMEN





tore.. . . the Government Print-
ing Office, the old Post Office
Department building, the Munici-
pal Building, the War College.
When a commission form of
government for the' District was
net up in June, 1874, the act
stipulated that one of the three
commissioners be an officer of
the Engineer Corps of the Army.
government permitted them to
keep rifles and light arms for
self-defense against the raiding
marauders.
Concentrated near Beersheba,
the Bedouin tribes have gone in
for farming. They've turned big
quantities of wheat, barley and
similar crops into the Israeli mar-
ket. Along with this frequent
contact with non-Arabs, the Be-
douins have found that their hab-
its have changed.
They still stick to the custom
of mushing meat, rice and other
foods together in a basin-like con-
tainer and eating with their
hands. But they've learned to con-
sume quantities of ice cream
brought back by tribesmen from
Israeli towns.
The Bedouins are heavy coffee
drinkers. They buy coffee "by the
kilo"—rnore than two pounds—
every chance they get. And, be-
lieve it or not, the Bedouins,
whose style of living doesn't ex
actly impress a westerner as be-
ing hygenic, have gone in for
perfumed soaps and hair oil. Is-
raeli stores do a rushing business
in these items with their Bedouin
DO YOU SUFFER FROM
SINUS CATARRH
NASAL CONGESTION, NAY FEVER
now formula acts lik• magic to
Wiry. nasal conoststion and Irritation.
Mao and wools. wilt 10AVIOVS $1.V11 Med-
ockals, staffed nose, earaches and Ills of
IssmasaIng spook of nrondarful relief altar
Woo NASOREL NASOREL nay appoar to
• sie expensive intosilcine, bat considering
esilai you will experlstsco, tho $2.00
It costs Is only ponnitts per dam MASONS
fasetinto, uso cooly as directed) Is mid via
•istentsy bock guarantee If sal doligisteni
ylth resell& Sold onty by
CORNER DRUG STORE
customers.
While the Bedouins have added
western foods and toilet articles
to their desires, they're still pret-
ty primitive about tilling the land.
Moat Beciouirui still plow with a
camel or donkey. The land around
Beersheba has good fertility in
spots and medium in others.
Farther south, are great stretches
of desert.
Israeli autnoritles nave done
much to help the Bedouins. Their
tented colonies are visited regu-
larly by a Jewish doctor, two
nurses, and an ambulance unit.
Jewish doctors say the Bedouins
are maintaining a high standard
of health.
Education of the Bedouin still
is a problem. The Israelis are
teaching Arabic in 72 schools and
free education is open to all chil-
dren of the once nomadic Arabs.
A lot of Bedouin children get
some kind of education in little
units formed by putting benches
in tents on the desert sands.
Usually, the Israeli run
schools are many miles away
from a Bedouin encampment, so
that rules out many children
Pcle Seven
Administrator's Notice
All persons having claims
against the estate of Mrs. Mary
13. Nuckols must present same,
properly proven, on or before
January 15, 1951. Those knowing
themselves indebted to said es-
tate will settle on or before the
same date.
Dr. W. L Cash, Administrator.
24-2tc
STATE BURLEY PRICES DROP
Burley prices over the state
dropped Tuesday to an average of
$47.62 a hundred pounds on 21
markets which auctioned 10,754,-
915 pounds for $5,121,287.37, the
state agricultural department a
n-
nounced.
showing up for instruction.
Education still is virtually un-
known among most of the 
tribes
of young girls. The sheiks 
gener-
ally think a girl knows en
ough
when she knows how to b
e a
mother—that she can learn 
all
she needs to know fro
m he r
mother or sisters. •
FOR SALE
The Mrs. Mary B. Nuckols real estate
 consisting of:
1. Home place at 207 South Jeff
erson Street
and
2. Two houses on I. C. Railroad near
 Collar
Factory.
This is CHT absolute sale to settle 
estate.
If interested contact,
DR. W. L. CASH, Administrator
ALVIN LISANBY, Attorney
more and more thoughtful 
people
are making this a pract
ical Xmas
The real spirit of Christmas 
is not based on exchan
ging expensive
gadgets of little or no actual 
use. Rather, it is based on 
the honest
value of the simple gifts we 
all like to exchange with 
friends, rela-
tives, neighbors. So, this 
Christmas why not follow the 
trend already
started by other sensible, 
practical people ... by keepi
ng AT LEAST
PART of your gifts on the 
PRACTICAL SIDE of giving.
For example, Happy Jack
 dungarees for men an
d boys, and
Happy Jill dungarees for
 women and girls repre
sent sensible gift
giving at its best ... becau
se these fine garments j
ust can't be beat
for comfort, fit, long w
ear, and value.
Happy Jack and Happy Jill 
dungarees are made for those
who appreciate fine qu
ality clothes for work and 
play. You can
get Happy Jock and Happy


















Listen to "Andy and Judy" over W
LAC, 6:00 A. M. Mon. thru Sat. 
1510 on your dial.
ae Vohs
News From The Past
News representing uses, hopes, dreams and 
amoitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton aid 
Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the
 yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be publ
ished as a regular Leader
Mature. The articles are reproduced ju
st as the Princeton re-
porters. shortly after the turn of the centu
ry, wrote them.
February 2, 1926. Dr. Godfrey March 5, 
1926. Mrs. T. A. Ped-
Childress of Cincinnati, is spend- l
ey,, of Denver, Colorado, is here
lag a few days in the city wit
h on a visit toiler sisters, Mesdames
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. G
race Brown and Lillie Camp-
Childress. bell.
• • •
February 9, 1926. Mat T. Guess
spent last week on the Louisville
Market in connection with the
purchase of new goods for his
store, known as the J. D. Rogers
stand, which he recently pur-
chased.
e • •
February 18, 1926. Mrs. J. D.
Lester and children left Fri
day
afternoon for New Orleans, where
they will visit relatives and 
at-






March 12, 1926, Mr. Anson Kuy-
kendall returned Wednesday
morning from a pleasant visit to
all points of interest in Florida,
especially at Saratoga, where
he possesses valuable property,
which is looked after by his
brother, T. M. Kuykendall.
• • •
May 14, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. W.
W. Childress and Messrs. R. E.
Butler and J. A. Steger are in
Frankfort. Messrs. Childress and
Butler appear before the State
Tax Commission to represent
Caldwell county taxpayers.
• • •
May 25, 1926. Mrs. R. S. Mason,
Mrs. Jack Mason and little Dot-
tie Jane of Mineral Mound, Lyon
county, and Mrs. T. E. Prince and
daughter of Eadyville, were
guests of Mr. and. Mrs. E. L. Me-
Lin.
• • •
June 1, 1920. Hearne Harrelson,









Here we come to the rescue! We have hand-
some, practical, sure-to-please Arrow g
ilts for
every man on your Christina* list. Met
icu-
lously tailored skirts in white, solid 
colon,
stripes! Smart leisure-loving sports shirt
s in
the most wanted fabrics and insloriil 
Stunning
ties in • host of patterns! Handkerchi
efs in
Whites ... Colon ... Initials! Comforta
ble
underwear! Better hustle over right NOW
!
SHIRTS $.3.65 up
SPORTS SHIRTS  $3.95 up
TIES $1.00 
up
HANDKERCHIEFS  .35 up
SHORTS  4- $1.25 up
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, 
KENTUCKY
TEMPORARY FERRY SERVICE IN TIB
ET: "While engineers of the Chinese Pe
ople's Liberation
Army are building a bridge across one 
of the swift rivers of Tibet army truc
ks are being trans-
ported across the stream on rubber rafts"
 was the caption accompanying this pic
ture distributed
(Dec. 5) by Eastfoto, New York Service
 in Communist-controlled Pleping. (A
P Wirephoto)
Lowell Thomas Jr.
To Speak At Farm
And Home Meet
Lowell Thomas, Jr., noted world
traveler and lecturer, will be one
of several outstanding speakers
at the 39th ann u al Farm and
Home Convention, Jan. 30 to Feb.
2, at Lexington, it is announced
by the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky.
Mr. Thomas will show an all-
color motion picture of his trip
to Tibet, high in the Himalayan
Mountains.
The theme of the week's pro-
grams is, "Home and Community
Improvement."
Included in the list of speak-
at Castle Heights, Military Aca-
demy, Lebanon, Tennessee, has
returned to spend the summer va-
cation at home. He was accom-
panied by a classmate, Mr. Wil-
liam Burton, of Datona Beach,
Florida, who spent several days
here pleasantly as a guest of
Judge and Mrs. Harralson.
• • •
June 8, 1926. Rev. J. Lapsley
Alderson, Mrs. Alderson and Miss
Rose, Misses Aubrey Egbert,
Mary Morse, Alma Vickery and
sister and Thomas Lacy motored
to Wabash river camp near Mt.
Vernon, where they spent last
week on a pleasant camping
trip.
• • •
July 9, 1926. Mrs. Harry Blades,
Jr., of Deland, Florida, has ar-
rived for a two months visit
among home folks. She was met
at Fulton by Mrs. R. Roy Tow-
ery and daughter, Ellen Wood.
• • •
August 17, 1926. Mrs. J. D.
Stephens and Mrs. Martha Steph-
ens left Sunday morning for a
two weeks visit in Tennessee. The
former will visit Chattanooga and
later join the latter at Pulaski
where they will stay several days
before coming home.
• • •
Octdber 19, 1926. Mrs. R. Roy
Towery has returned from a
pleasant visit at New Orleans.
While in the sunny Southland,
she visited Mobile, Biloxi and
other points of interest.
SOUTHERN RACE HORSE
Miami — (AP) — Left-handed
pitchers, football passers, tennis
players—and now a southpaw
horse. He is Piet, winner of four
major stakes in 1950 and now be-
ing pointed for Hialeah's big
races. Piet runs his best only
when whipped on the left flank,
and actually pulls up when the
bat is applied to the right side.
"As a result," his trainer ex-
plains, "I must use left-handed
loekeYs."
era are Dr. Hugh Brimm, rural
community field man for the
Southern Baptist Convention;
4.of. R. 11 Hull, landscape archi-
tect, Purdue University; Dr.
Frank Welch, director of the Mis-
sissippi Experiment Station; Mrs.
Helen Hamilton Woods of the
Economic Cooperation Adminis-
tration, Washington, and Dean
Thoinlis P. Cooper, Lexington.
For the first time, farmers and
homemakers will hold meetings
in the new Memorial Coliseum,
Joint sessions being held there on
Tuesday, the opening day.
On the following days of the
conference, the homemakers will
hold their meetings in Memorial
Hall, and the farmers in various
section on the Experiment Sta-
tion farm.
El Paso, Texas, is the largest
city on the Mexican border.
White Sulphur News
Misses Mildred Keel, Minnie
Mae and Barbara Cartwright
spent Sunday with Bettie Faughn.
Mr. Lacy Keel and family
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos McWorthy and boys.
The Phebean Sunday School
class meeting met at the home
of Miss Dorothy Cash Tuesday
night with seven members pres-
ent and one visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Baker vis-
ited Mrs. Denver Sons, Michael
and Beverly Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and
Marion Wayne visited Mr. and
Mrs. Auther Faughn and Bet-
tie Friday night.
Rev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell
spent the weekend at home, in
our community.
Mrs. Russell Lane is under the
care of Dr. Ralph Cash. We wish
for her a speedy recovery.
Bettie Faughn spent Sunday
night with Barbara Cartwright
and visited the Fredonia Hiatt
School Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson 'Dash and
Marion Wayne visited Mr. and
Mrs. Wilfred Winners and Sarah
Ann, Sunday afternoon.
There was an attendance of 53
at Sunday School, and, 34 at
Training Union Sunday. The













(Editor's Note: The Leader is
publishing letters na Santa Claus
from Princeton and Caldwel
l
county's little girls and boys. The
letters should be brief and signed
with the child's name, with ad-
dress given. Just address, Santa
Claus, The Princeton Lea
der,




I am a little boy 8-years-old.
Please bring me a gun, a sand
truck, coca-cola truck, a tractor,
candy and fruits and nuts. Don't








I am a little girl just one-year
old. Masa bring ma a doll, a
teddy bear, a tricycle, a set of







I am a girl 10-years-oid.1
you to bring me a watch,
of blue jeans and two
shirts. Don't forget my br
and sisters and bring us au
fruits, nuts and candy
Juana
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agee
Established 1907
Over 40 years we have stayed and paid
C. A. Woodall Virgil Smith
OFFICES
Princeton Fredonia
TeL 2441 Tel. 9
TN the difficult yearn ahead, that new truck
of yours will have ta put out more—and
take it longer. So there are many rearoi:-.
you'll be wise to choose a GMC!
You'll get the constant dividend of GNIC's
greater pulling power — truck-built horse-
power with greater sustained torque th
an
other engines.
And with that power goes the greater
stamina of GMC's rugged truck-engineered
frame. In practically all models, from 1/2 ton
up, you get such extra value features (at no







bearings, and Lifetime Wet' thersealed
They all tell you that longer We and to
maintenance are standard equipment
a GMC.
As your GMC dealer we are transoorr •
engineers, specializing in selecting the
combination of the right engine, axle, t
mission and frame for your portico;
trucking fob.
That's why there's a special GMC
waiting for you. Come in, let us showy
why GMC is your best buy for they
ahead!
NEW faster service anywhere
Iii U. S. Exclusive rapid road 111,ViM Is
GMC OWRIM—coll W•stern Union by num.
bor., ask for Operator 25. Shill
giro you fh• nam• of yew
n•orolf GMC opprov•cl Ionia
Get areal awe*!
UGH? • MEDIUM • HEAVY MODELS • Made fa the 
widest roe, of
engime•body-chassis combinations to fit every 
tracking need
M. & S. MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO
Phone 3163

































WITH THE LARGEST, FINEST, MOST VARIED SELECTION OF FINE
 AND PRACTICAL GIFTS IN
OUR 25 YEARS OF CATERING TO THE DISCRIMINATI
NG BUYERS OF WESTERN KENTUCKY.
WE INVITE YOU TO BROWSE AROUND AND SEE THE MANY
 UNUSUAL GIFTS, NEW AND
DIFFERENT THINGS AND VERY REASONABLY PRICED TOO. 
WE THINK YOU WILL ENJOY






































































































' At engine, adp,
for year
a special GMC
C in, let us Mow
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arid Mrs. C. C. Chambers
ucati spent the weekend
Ur. and Mrs. Charlie Mer-
and Mrs. Orbie Stone and
env, spent the day Sun-
at Mr. and Mrs. Boone
sod family of Lyon county.
Mr. Eugene Wood and Mu
Phyllis P'Pool w ere united in
marriage Wednesday evening at
the home of Rev. and Mrs. Wade
Cunnirighprn.
Mr. and Mrs. James Robert
Ryon are the proud parents of a
baby girl born Thursday.
Mrs. Robbie Cummins, Junior
and Ethelene, Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Fitts and son, Monte, spent
Sunday with Mr. and MTS. Larry
Mitehell and Family.
Rev. and Mrs. Wade Cunning-
ham were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Mitchell
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool
and boys were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Merrick.
Misses Nata Jean Ethridge, Sue
NOTICE
TAXPAYERS
Saturday, December 30 is the last day on which 1950
property taxes may be paid without penalty.
The law provides that taxes become delinquent on Janu-
ary 1. However, since December 31 falls on Sunday, it will be
impossible to pay taxes on that date. Therefore, this week is the
last opportunity to pay without penalty.
The penalty which will apply to taxes paid between Jan-
uary 1 and through January 31 is two per cent.
Beginning February 1, the penalty increases from two per
cent to six per cent. For example, John Doe's tax bill is $10. If
paid between Januaryl and January 31, the penalty will be 20
.z
cents, making the total payment $10.20. But if John Doe waits
until February 1 or after, his penalty will be 60 cents, making a
total of $10.60 which he must pay.
Of course, if the bill is not paid before the tax claim is ad-
vertised for sale, other severe penalties are added.
Glover J. Lewis, sheriff of Caldwell County, says he hopes
all taxpayers will pay their bills this week and avoid the
penalty. The sheriff's office will be open all day Saturday to
accommodate taxpayers.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
MNUmhes
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:80.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes-
day at 7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:43 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Serv‘re, 7
o'clock
MrtrfSirliffr---
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor ,
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Sivills and Doris Dean Pierce
spent the day Sunday with Miss
Patsy Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene McCor-
mick spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Wallace and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool
were in Hopkinsville Friday.
Dr. S. F. Dcrwis of Atlanta,


















For Christmas or any other time
You Can't Match A
Frigidal
De Luxe- Refrigerator
— with full-width Super
-Freezer
Chest and Super-Storage Des
ign
Here's 9 Cu. ft. of really safe-cold 
refrigeration
In America's No. 1 Refrigerator. 
There's the
handiest kind of food storage, most conv
enient
ice- service with Quickube Trays, 
sturdy ones-
piece steel construction and the 
powerful,
economical Meter-Miser mechanism with 5
-Year
Warranty. It's the ideal gift for the fami
ly this
Christmas ... and many Christmases to 
come!
Other Famous Frigidaire Feat
ures
• Full-width plastic Chill Drawer
• New, Ice-Blue, Gold and White 
beauty
• New, sliding plastic Basket 
Drawer
• Lifetime Porcelain interior
• Adjustable, rustproof shelves
• Also available in all-porcelain 
finish at
small extra cost
• New styling by Raymond Lo•
wy
Ask about all the new Frigidaire




CHURCH Ur THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
1NGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second end fourth Sundays,
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
Idiom at 10 o'clock.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 p. m.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L Parrett is pastor.
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30
a. m.
Sunday School-9:45 a. in.
Training Union-6 p. in.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.




Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.





NMI BLUFF BA gr—
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
Preaching services every sec-
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 7 p. in.
Prayer meeting every Thurs-
day night at 7 p. in.
Sunday school every Sunday





W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
Morning Worship, 11 a. tn.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. in.
Prayer meeting every Wednes-
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(Rev Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. en. and 7:30 p. m.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45.p.1n.
FREDONIA PENTICOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
MICE STARVE QUICKLY
Davis, Calif. — (AP) — Small
rodents, such as mice, can starve
to death quickly in cold weather,
says Walter E. Howard of the
University of California. When
it is cold the little animals must
eat several times as much food
as when it is warm.
They do not seem to be able to
bteak down stored fat in their
bodies fast enough to prevent
starvation when it is cold. How-
ever, through use of warm nests
and huddling they can keep warm
enough to prevent the quick
starvation, Howard says.
Training Union-8:30 p. m.
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday-
7:00 p.m.
Attend the church where you
will receive a cordial welcome.
PLEASE HER!































Pictured above is Mr. Owen Crowder, the proud
owner of a new Plymouth cab, which he recent-
ly purchased from Hodge Motor Sales. Mr.
Crowder said:
He could say with all the other 68 per cent cab op-
erators that he is purchasing Plymouth cars as
cabs for three reasons.
First, people like to ride in Plymouths; second,
drivers like to drive Plymouths; and third. the up-
keep is more economical.
Mr. Crowder said, "When you need a cab, call
3325 and he will safely deliver you to your des-





Ilemet, Calif. — (AP) — Farm-
ers hereabouts thought a helicop-
ter might be just the thing to
blow the walnuts off their trees.
They brought in a 'copter for an
experimental flight and it hover-
ed over the trees, the downdraft
from the huge rotors rattling the
wouldn't play. A few peppered
down but most of the crop was
still out of reach after the ship
had landed
A vast body of water dist lay
over t he central U.S.-Canadlas
border area in prehistoric times
is called Lake Agassiz by scient-
tits after the geologist who de-
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CARTOON COMEDY and NEWSREEL







LYN THOMAS • RAND BROOKS
Extra! Extra! Chapter Three
"ATOM MAN VS. SUPERMAN"






CARTOON — SCREEN SNAPSHOTS — NEWS









RVERITI SWAMI • HOWARD W. SOWS
IMAM nou Isom Amos
Added Joy!
COMEDY and COLOR CARTOON
THUR. & FRI., DEC., 21-22





REAGAN • COBURN • HUSSEY • GWENN • BYINGTON
sss KOHN WEPT
Added!
TOM St JERRY CARTOON — NEWS
REEL
Pogo Ton
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINC
ETON, KENTUCKY




Have you ever said just never go back
there again!"
That's the way a lot of people reset when
something goes wrong in the store in whic
h
they shop.
They don't complain. They just make up
their minds to shop somewhere else. 
4)
Bat we don't want that avor to happen at A
O.
If for any reason you should ever be assa
ils.
Red with the food or service in your AaP,
 please
do us and our employees the favor o
f letting




420 Lexington Avenue, New Y
ork 17, N. Y.
JANE PARKER
FRUIT CAKES
OVER 2/3 FRUIT AND NUTS
11/2 LB. CAKE $1.35
3 LB. CAKE $2.65


























3 oC AoNz S. 25c








YOU WILL FIND THIS BRAND NEW A & P
 FOOD MARKET HAS EVERYTHING THAT
 MAKES FOR SPEEDY AND COMFORTABL
E SHOPPING -- EVERY ITEM IN
EVERY DEPT. IS PRICE MARKED SO YOU CAN
 SEE WHAT YOU ARE PAYING AS YOU
 SHOP. AS YOU PAY FOR YOUR PUR
CHASES YOU ARE GIVEN AN
ITEMIZED CASH REGISTER RECEIPT. EVER
Y ITEM IS PRICED LOW EVERY DAY IN 
THE WEEK, NOT JUST ON SPECIAL DA
YS AND ADVERTISED PRICES
ARE GUARANTEED FOR ONE WEEK EVEN T
HO MARKET PRICES GO UP -- SHOP AN
Y DAY AT A & P AND BE ASSURED 
OF WEEK-LONG SAVINGS
A FEW OF THE MANY OUTSTANDING V








8 O'CLOCK COFFEE lAG







A & P FANCY 2
OCEAN SPRAY











































































































1.15 1.,`;',1 59c. 
1-LB.













ASP'. beautiful baskets filled wit
h festive
food make grand gifts. We've 
• wide
selection priced for every purse
. Order
yours now!






FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
JUICY FLORIDA 
ORANGES I
FANCY LATE HOWE 
CRANBERRIES




















2 LBS. 21 0
10 LBBAG 490
2 FOR 290
A tik P FOOD MARKET
PRICES IN THIS AD
GUARANTEED W
EDNESDA



































































turns Christmas into trage-
r hundreds of families every
A spark and a Christmas
educed most of the Pennsyl-
town of Hyndman to ashes
ear when fire spread from
ouse through several busl-
oad residential blocks.' The
fly holiday wreaths on
limp-posts became a grisly
der'of the Christmas night
to scores of families left
less.
of the most tragic Christ-
fires struck at a Babbs
, Oklahoma, school party
rears ago. Thirty-six per-
were killed and 100 injured
eandlos ignited a huge
tree.
ort circuit in electric lights
BEFORE you move -
remember to write us
about your change of
address a n d when it
will take place. ALL
you r policies cover
hazards at a definite
location and we must
know it because it is
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ATOMIC WARNINO EN ,
UM Angeles - (AP) - A sta-
tic eliminator has been developed
which uses polonium to halt sta-
tic on belts, rollers and other in-
dustrial machines. It is radioac-
tive.
Dr. Fred A. Bryan and Dr.
Louis B. Silverman of the Uni-
versity of California have found
that the device is efficient. But
they warn that a firm which uses
it should have an expert avail-
able to check on possible contam-
ination and injury to workmen
and others.
on a Christmas tree sparked a
fire that killad 17 persons and
injured ,30 others in a Hartford,
Conn., convalescent home in
1946.
One of the most common re-
ports of Christmas tree fires ev-
ery year is the fire started by a
carelessly tossed cigarette or
match. A publishing executive
lost his life last year as a re-
sult of a lighted cigarette stub
dropped among Christmas wrap-
pings in his New York home. His
wife was severely injured when
she jumped out of a bedroom
window.
Some American children may
spend this Christmas in hospi-
tals, suffering from painful and
disfiguring burns, which points
out that the Christmas season is
one of the most dangerous in
the year from the standpoint of
fires. Use of flammable decora-
tions, careless smoking by adults
near Christmas trees, and selec-
tion of toys which can cause in-
jury are among the special haz-
ards in the home at Christmas
time. We offer this cheek list for
parents, to reduce the hazard to
chadren during the Christmas
holidays:
1. Do not dress children in
flimsy, flammable costumes.
2. Do not use lighted candles
;he'll Be Starry Eyed
Nith Delight When
She Sees Our








r. WeThe Sunbeam Bakers extend
our sincere good wishes to our
thousands of friends for a
JOYOUS HOLIDAY SEASON
SHIRLEY FREE TO HARRY TV EXECUTIVE: 'Shirley Temple
(left) is-free be marry Television Executive Charles Black (right)
which Hollywood expects her to do, but about which the 22-year.
old petite actress will not commit herselz. Her divorce from John
Agar became final in California Dec. 5. The two are pictured at
the Bachelor's ball in San Francisco last April. Black is the son
of a wealthy San Francisco family. (AP Wirephoto)
at Christmas. Use electric lights
instead.
3. When choosing new Christ-
mas lights, look for markings
which indicates listing by Un-
derwriters' Laboratories, Inc.
4. to not use cotton or paper
decorations on your tree unless
they are flame-proofed.
5. Look for the marking which
indicates listing by Underwrit-
ers Laboratories, Inc., on electri-
cal toys, and supervise the chil-
dren when they play with such
toys.
6. Do not buy toys using gaso-
line, kerosene, or other flamma-
ble fluids. Be very careful in
selecting toy chemical sets.
7. Remove all wrappings from
the house soon after presents are
opened.
Here are some suggestions
concerning your Christmas tree:
1. Choose a small tree. It will
be less hazardous.
2. Wait until a few days be-
fore Christmas to set up your
tree.
3. Keep the tree outdoors until
ready to set it up.
4. Place the tree in the cool-
est part of the house.
5. If a radiator is near the
tree, shut it off.
6. Do not use cotton or paper
decorations.
7. Do not place electric trains
around the tree.
8. Do not plug or unplug the
lights beneath the tree.
9. Do not leave tree lights
burning when no one Is in the
house.
10. If needles near the lights
turn brown, change the location
of the lights.
When needles start falling,





Japan's industry derives about
60 per cent of Its energy from
coal, 28 per cent from water pow-
er and the remainder from pe-
troleum and natural gas.
The island of Guam was dis-




By R. A. Mabry
(County Agent)
The annual agricultural outlook cuss types of farm buildings and
meeting to :he held Friday even-- their construction
ing, December 15, at the court-
house at 7:00 p. m. is becoming
more popular with farmers each
year. The reason given by several
farmers who have attended these
meetings in the past is that the
informatilln they get from the
discussion on price trends helps
them in planning for marketing
roducts during the coming year
at nearer peak price periods.
Specialists in the fields of mar-
keting are much better'equipped
to predict future rice trends than
individual farmers for obvious
reasons.
If you have not been to one of
these meetings you should make
a special effort to come out to-
morrow evening and hear the dis-
assion, if you have attended this
type meeting in the part I am
sure you will try to .be there
FagaRklin.A BUILDINGS
• Because of the number of re-




Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
This is the happiest invitation we have
ever extended-an invitation to you to
come in and see the finest, most
beautiful, most desirable Pontiacs ever
built. Thew are Pontiac masterpieces,
new inside and out, with a quarter-
century of thorough goodness built into
every one. Plan to drop in soon.
ious types of farm buildings and
buildings that are best adapted to
the different types of livestock
programs, a meeting has been ar-
ranged for Friday afternoon, De-
cember 16, at 1:30 .p.m. at the
courthouse.
Extension specialists in 1 a rm
management and agricultural en-
gineering from the University of
Kentucky will be present to dis-
If you are planning tO construct
new farm buildings in the near
future, attending this meeting
would probably be time well
spent.
Because of increasing high pro-
duction cost it is more important
than ever before for farmers to
According to the U. S. Bureau
of Standards, mineral wool insu-
lation in a house will hold back
fire in an ordinary plaster wall
at least an hour.
The Texas extension service es-
timates livestock arriving dead
at U. S. markets in 1947 would
have filled a train nine miles
long.
Loss from death or injury of
livestock in transit comes to
nearly ;25,000,000 a year In the
U. S.
The U. S. imported 8,000,000
pounds of mustard seed in 1949.
keep informed on the latest tech-
nical information and use the in-
formation available that is adapt-
ed to the program being carried
out on the individual farms.
„
Page Eloveo
The Boman-built city of Dun-
wich, England, destroyed ter
North Sea waves, once was as
important shipping center.
Asbestos fibers are used ix
making asphalt tile, brake lin-




Creomulsion relieves promptly became
It goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ lades
phlegm and aid nature to soothe sal
heal raw, tender, inflamed tiro/beheld
membranes. Guaranteed to please pea
or money refunded. Creomulsion bas
stood the test of million, of users.
Announcing
Mid-Year Opening - January 22, 1951
BOWLING GREEN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY, Inc.
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
Courses of college grade and of purely commercial and vocational
rank -- all in the field of business. One of the largest business
schools of the country. Extraordinary employment opportunities.
Approved for Veterans Training.
Write For Particulars.
Address-- BOWLING GREEN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY
Bowling Green, Kentucky
SilverAinniversary




2. Lemma-Priced Car with
Hydra-Matte Drives
4. Most Powerful Poetise
itagioes Ever Hulls
111. Amato* of Silver Streak
Itugloes-Eight or Six •
41. timootis, Plasibing Sliver
Streak Performance
7. Improved. Smoother Hydra-
Matte arise*
S. Distissetivo New Gall-Wilag
S. Strong. Mugged Bodies by
Maker
10. Luxurious New Interior Collor
Ilarmoidos
31. Meer-Host Seats with Commiort-
Contoured Comblonii
111. Long-Flea Seriatim tor as
Extra Staimoth Hide




IS. Wide, limy Access. Doors
IS. Silver Star lisistruntont Panel
17. glasull-rlp Parking Ibrahim os
lastrumeut Passel
IS. singer-Tip Startling
ID. Twils-Mmet, Open-Air Nremitillaa.
lag and Heating Systems
Mb. Iflasumally Largo, Fully lioahlla
Trask Spare
II. Law Pressure Tire... Matra
Wide Rims
SS. ',rout and Meer Arm Mosta
IS. Quality Floor Coverings
Uuniatehed Ree.rd for Lon&
Tremble-tree We
SO. aunt to Last 14011,110011 Mies
Velma me owe mt.
E. Market St. Phone .3163
Pa,. Twelve
New Duties For The
Housewife January 1
Do you have a maid?
Housewives who answer yes to
this question may receive a
booklet by that title from the lo-
cal postoffice to learn whether the
worker is brought under the new
social security law which be-
comes effective on Januasy 1, it
is announced hy officials.
The work of those regularly
employed in private homes will
be credited to social security and
the employer will be responsible
for reporting wages, along with
social security taxes, to the col-
lector of internal revenue. The
booklet includes information for
cooks, gardeners, chauffeur or
any other person employed regu-
larly in a private household.
Specialist To Discuss
Agricultural Outlook
The annual agricultural outlook
meeting will be held in the cir-
cuit court room here on Fr rday
night, December 15, beginning at
7 p. m., R. A. Mabry, cu :ay
agent announces.
Harry Young, field agent in
farm management with the ex-
ARTHRITIC, RHEUMATIC VICTIMS
Now Offered Faster, Longer Lasting
Relief From Deep-Seated Pains
Amazing new "Film-Coated" tablet
does not have toxic, useless action in
stomach. Pain-relieving medicine is
carried to intestine. Strikes directly
at chronic, deep-seated pain and
stlftnam, through blood stream. Re-
duces uric acid and speeds soothing.
analgesic action to all pain wracked
muscles and joints. New "Film-
Costae compound, called dr-Pa:4-
E41s available at
CO&NER DRUG STORE
1.1 LING DE SETS OFF RIO : Maria Bertha
Hertogh, 13-year-old Dutch bride of a Moslem school teacher
weeps in Singapore court as she is turned over to Sister Maria of
the Catholic convent after court invalidated her marriage and or-
dered her returned to her Dutch Catholic mother. Fanatical mobs,
stirred to a frenzy by the ruling, battled British troops in the
streets of Singapore. Maria was turned over to a Malayan nurse
by h'er mother for safe-keeping When the Hertoghs were taken to
a Japanese prison camp in 1942. Maria was raised as a Moslem
by the nurse and married the teacher. (Ar Wirephoto via radio
from Singapore to London)
tension department of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, will discuss
some of the prdblems likely to
face the farmers and the pirce
and market outlook for 1951.
"Every farmer attending this
meeting should obtain informa-
tion that will be helpful to him
in the coming year," Mr. Mabry
stated.






To Be Here December 21
A representative of the Padu-
cah Social Security office will be
at the postoffice here at 1 p. m.
Thursday, December 21, to see
people age 65 or over whose
claims for old-age insurance pay-
ments were previously rejected
because of insufficient periods of
work in a social security covered
jab, it is announced.
Under the a.inniled law, a
worker now 65 years of age needs
only six quarters of coverage ac-
quired at any time since 1936 to
be eligible for benefits.
CALLED HERE BY ILLNESS
Mrs. E. T. Newlove, New Or-
leans, La.; Mrs. William D. Hunt,
Vicksburg, Miss., and Mrs. Gayle
Pettit, Cadiz road, have been at
the home of Mrs. Lucy A. Young
and son, Hubert, 502 South Sem-
inary, since last week where they
were called by Mrs. Young's
critical illness and death at noon
Wednesday.
Mrs. ROSS Harris, Paducah, ar-
rived here Wednesday morning
to visit in the home.
A & P OPENS NEW STORE
The formal opening of the Great
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Com-
pany's new store on the corner of
West Main and South Harrison
streets will be held today, Rob-
ert L Dalzell, manager of the
local store, announces.
New fixtures and a complete
stock has been arranged at the
new location, affording the most
modern service possible, it was
stated.
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's 491 SODA 
CRACKERS, Ovenkist
16 oz. jar  2 l
b. box  41(
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand 
25( 
ASPARAGUS, Green Gold, cut 
19(
2.8 oz. jar  No. 300 c
an  
BABY FOOD, Gerber's amt. Arr. 19( 
LIMA BEANS, Newport, Fresh, wh.
4% oz. can N
o. 303 can ilk
PORK & BEANS, Brook's I CHERRIE
S, Glen Haven, red sour
15% os. can 10c  29( pitte
d No. 2 can  19(
DAISY CHEESE, Wisconsin, full 48f MAC
ARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross 19(
cream lb.  2 pkgs. 
CORN, white, cr. style, Co. Gent. CORN, Morristown, wh. Cr. style
No. 2 can  1 0( Co. Gent. No. 2 can  25(
HOMINY, Scott County ORANGE JUICE, Heart of Florida
No. 2 can  9f 
 
46 oz. can  29(
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Heart of Florida 
29(46 ox. can 
EVAPORATED MILK, Sunshine
tall can  25(
PEACHES, Rosedale PINEAPPLE, Silver River crushed
No. 2.i can  14/( No. 2 can 24k
PEAS, Handy, standard SLICED PINEAPPLE, Lotus, heavy
No. 2 can  25( syrup No. I can  29(
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips VEGETABLE SOUP, Phillips
le% oz. can  25( 104 oz can  1 Of
MIXED NUTS, nice aortment 39( 
TEA, Loving Cup
lb  'i lb. pkg. 
 26(
GENUINE COUNThY SORGHUM  95( 
LOG CABIN FLOUR, plain
2.5 lb. bag  sr
CRANBERRY SAUCE, Ocean Spray
7•z. can  10c
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
BANANAS, large tansy ripe liii ORANcin. Plaids





Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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WIIEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
shampoo for home use try
iiharp'e Barber Shop. We need
your head in our business.
45-tic
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repair-
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified watch-
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
33-tie
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stallhas and Kennedy Electric
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed
tic
HEATER REPAIR: We are fac-
tory authorized service station
for repairing your "South
Wind" car heater. Strong's
Texaco Service, corner Main de
Plum streets, phone 3111. e41
FOR SALE: Iron-Fireman steel
furnace with stoker and blower
attached. In excellent condition.
Priced to sell. Phone 2141 Or
write P. 0. Box 529, Princeton.
tie
YOUR DOLLAR; Will buy piano,
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
32-47tp
FOR SALE: At Leader office,
Remington Rand Duplicator
ink, stencil, correction fluid,
typewriter ribbon, carbon pap-
er, also Remington Rand type-
writers and adding machine.
your car completely serviced
and checked for the cold months
ahead. Strong's Texaco Ser-
vice, Main & Plum streets.
Phone 3111. 18-ctf
FOR RENT: Unfurnished apart-
ment, 4 rooms without utilities
$32.50. Call 2550. 19-ctf
MUDDY DRIVEWAYS?: Let us
rock your driveways to pre-
vent trouble when thaws come.
Robinson Implement & Motor
Co. Phone 2053. 22-6tc
FOR SALE: Four-room frame
house, located at 303 Darby
street. All modern conveniences.
See John Wisdom at Stave
M111. Office phone 3534, Resi-
dent phone 3136, Princeton!
24-24
FOR SALE: 4 room house, with
bath, gas heaters and automa-
tic water heater. Lot 50 x 180
feet. Reasonably priced. 21.Y
Center street, or call 2304.
23-3tp
ATTENTION TRACTOR BUY-
ERS: We set a quota of new
tractors for 1950. To date we
are 7 tractors short of our quo-
ta and deliveries. We still in-
tend to make this quota if at
all  ssible. We suggest for bar-
gains, see us before January 1.
Come in or call 3305. C & L
Tractor Co. 24- ltc
WANTED: 300 METHODISTS.
Where? In Sunday School.
When? Beginning December 17.
How Long? Till God calls you
home. 23-4tc
BEAUTIFUL: New standard built,
factory guaranteed spinet pi-
anos. Price from $449.00. Used
pianos from $69. These special
low prices will end Dec. 23.
DY& PIANO CO, 409 S. Main,
Hopkinsville. 23-3tc
FOR RENT: An unfurnished
apartment for several men. Mrs.
A P. Sims, 211 S. Harrison
street, Princeton. 24-1 tc
XMAS BAZZAR: Saturday, Dec.
16, in K. U. office. Candies,
cakes, handiwork and novelties.
Sponsored by American Legion
Auxiliary. 24-1te
TO OUR FARMER FRIENDS:
We wi,sh to thank you for help-
ing us sell more than our quo-
ta, of New Ferguson Tractors.
for 1950. We know the reason
farmers like them, because we
have the only genuine Ferguson






















pea in 1950. A s

















rnents. Our Prices 'are always
right on Tractors, Implements
and Parts. See us for your 1951
Tractor. H. C. P'Pool Tractor
& Impl. Co., Hopkiniville Road,
Phone 8226. 24- 1 Lc
FOR RENT: Efficiency apart-
ment with private bath. 427
East Market, Phone 3820. 24-11e
FOR SALE: Mary
estate at 207 S.
2 houses near









ROOMS FOR RENT: Furnished
or unfurnished. Contact Atha
Stallings. Phone day 3601,
night 3581. 24-1tp
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that
there has been filed hi the Office
of the Clerk of the Caldwell Cir-
cuit Court a petition by the City
of Princeton, Kentucky, to annex
the following described territory
adjacent to the city in Caldwell
Co., Ky.
Beginning at Highway Marker
in south line of West Main Street;
thence with line of Old City Ialm-
It N-23-E 443 feet to a stake;
thence N-57 degrees 30" W 826
feet to a stone Cantrell and
Hodges corner; thence 8-31 de-
grees 30" W 568 feet to a stone
In line'of 0. V. Railroad right of
way; thence following same and
its curve (a tangent line connect-
ing the two points 8-38 degrees
15" E 927 feet) to a point in
line of Old City Limit; thence
with same N-23-E 568 feet to the
beginning.
WITNeSS my hand this No-
vember 25, 1950.
LEONA T. AVERDICK, Clerk
Caldwell Circuit Court. 22-3te
Chenille Robes  $4.98
Rayon Robes  $5.90
Skirts  $2.98 - $4.98
House Shoes $1.49 - $2.98
Gloves  98c - $1.49
Slips  $1.98 - $4.98
Sweaters  $2.98 - $3.98
GIFTS FOR HIM
Towncraft Shirts  $2.98
Ties  98c and $1.49
Robes  $5.90 to $9.90
House Shoes  $1.98 to $4.49
Fleece Lined Gloves  $1.98
Broadcloth Pajamas  $2.98 - $3.98
Salmon is the most
product of Canadian r
with lobster second.
A fault is a 
displacemezt
a fissure, or series of fissure





Dial 2640 Write or y
ALLEN
Monumental Works
Dawson Road at Center 8
Princeton, Ky.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that
there has been filed in the Office
of the, Clerk of the Caldwell Cr-
cult Court a petition by the City
of Princeton, Kentucky, to annex
the following described territory
adjacent to the city in Caldwell
Co., Ky
Beginning at a point in the cen-
ter line of South Seminary Street
where Old City Limit line crosses
same; thence with center line of
Street S-25-W 1100 feet to a stone;
thence 5-67-E 596 feet to a stone
In west line of South Jefferson
Street; thence with west line of
same N-25-E 193 feet; thence
crossing Streets S-64 degrees 45"
E 682 feet to copier of Rudy
Cantrell's yard; tlience N-23-E
808 feet to a point in old City
Limit, with same N-67-W 1216
feet to the beginning.
WITNFSS my hand this No-
vember 25, 1950. -
LEONA T. AVERDICK, Clerk
Caldwell Circuit Court. 22-3M
Visit Our Ready To Wear Dept






Lots of wide, deep lace .
ribbon- beading. . . on fine
rayon satin, cut full for com-
fort. Amazing finds at this
Penney-low price! In pink
or blue . 32 to at
Visit Our Toyland - We have gifts too r




What a wonderful ell
Sheer 54 gauge 15 denier
Gaymedes . first quality,
made for flattery, smooth
flt, wear! New in litist
Dawn, Dusk, Shadow. 
I4'
II.
"Adonna" panties in cow
fortabie circular knit • • 
•
medium length, flare kg,
with band front, 
elastis
back. Pink, white, blue vr

















York, Dec. 6 — (AP) —
elated Press All-America
11 team for 1950, for the
e, is divided Into often-
defensive squads in key
the modern style of play.
Army and Texas each
two men on the first
y as a direct result of
of the two platoon sys-
football offense reached a
in 1950. A survey of
in The AP's top ten
showed that 16 years
-
ago the nation's leaders averaged
17 points per game. This year,
with a baffling variety of plays
sustained by fresh waves of play-
ers, the average exceeds 30- A
new high mark in offensive fury
in a game between major schools
was reached when Ohio State
beat Iowa 83-21.
The offensive backs who stood
out in this orgy of ground gain-
ing were Don Heinrich, Washing-
ton's tricky passer and field gen-
eral; Bobby Reynolds, sensational
sophomore who led the nation's
major schools in scoring with 157
points; Everett Grandelius, big
Michigan State back who gained
ON ENTIRE STOCK







iso, One Group of New Fall Nelly
on, and Doris Dodson Junior Dres-
s, Consisting of Soft Wools, Cor-
uroys, and Gabardines.
19.75 Dresses — Now $14.00
16.95 Dresses — Now $12.00
14.95 Dresses — Now $10.00
the face of rising prices these are
alues you can't afford to miss, so
urry and make your selections to-
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON. KENTUCKY
LEA—TACKLE GAIN— AC 
DAFFER—GUARD 3 1,111.ERAN
AL BABA
AP'S 1950 ALL-SOUTHEASTERN FOOTBALL TEAM: Here is the 1950 All-Southeastern Con-
ference football team chosen for the Associated Press by coaches, scouts, sports writers and
sportscasters. The backs are vito (Babe) Parilli of Kentucky, Eddie Salem of Alabama, Ben Konz
of Louisiana State University, and John Dottley of Mississippi. The ends are Bud Sherrod of
Tennessee and Bucky Curtis of Vanderbilt. Pat O'Sullivan of Alabama landed the center berth.
The tackles are Paul Lea of Tulane and Bob Gain of Kentucky. Ted Defer of Tennessee and Mike
Mizerany of Alabama are the guards. (AP Photos)
1,023 yards against tough oppo-
sition; and Dick Ker.:ruder, main-
spring of Princeton's undefeated
team.
They h a d only the slightest
margin, however, over the sec-
ond team offensive backfield on
Babe Parilli of Kentucky; Eddie
Takboom of Wyorning.L John
Compare this new General Electric FM-AM radio
with sets costing even $10 more! You'll find 
most
7W-AM table radios have 6 tubes. G-E Model 4
08
sews powerftil 7 tube performance. You get 
genuine
Armstrong PM—that means crystal-clear receptio
n,
virtually no static, fading, station interference. Pl
us
a superb AM radio. Rich rosewood 
plastic cabinet
aright of Drake; and Kyle Rote
of Southern Methodist.
Rounding out the first offen-
sive team were Dan Foldberg of
Army and Don Stonesifer of
Northwestern at ends; Jim Weath-
erall of Oklahoma and Bob Gain
of Kentucky at tackles; Bud Mc-
Fadin of Texas and Bob Ward of
Maryland at guards; and Bill Vo-
haska of Illinois at center.
T h e All-America defensive
squad that could contain the foe
and pave the way for this for-
midable offensive array is com-
posed of Frank Anth..-rson of Ok-
lahoma and Don Menasco of
Texas at ends, Al Carapella of
Miami and Al Wahl of Michigan
at tackles, Les Richter of Cali-
fornia and Ted Daffer of Tennes-
see at guards, with two lineback-
ers to make up the second line of
defense—Elmer Stout of Army
and Irvin Holdash of North Caro-
lina.
TWO.WAY BACKS
For the three defensive bazic-
field positions on the first team,
men were selected best known for
offensive prowess but who nev-
ertheless were pillars of strength
on defense: Vic Jancrwicz of Ohio
State, a 60-minute player around
White Sulphur News
There was an attendance of 54
at Sunday School Sunday and 40'
at Training Union. Plans are be-
ing made for services to be held
(Reds) Bagnell of Pennsylvania,
Bill Weeks of Iowa State, Steve
Wadiak of South Carolina, Fred
Cone of Clemson, Billy Cox of
Duke, Bob Smith of Texas A&M,
Bobby Marlow of Alabama, John-
ny Karras and Dick Raklovitz of
Illinois, Byron Townsend of Tex-
as and Hank Lauricella of Ten-
nessee.
whom his team's defense was
built; Eddie Salem of Alabama,
as skilled at stopping an opponent
as in directing his team's attack;
and Bob Williams of Notre Dame,
a master quarterback always cap-
able of taking the field to stem
an attack.
The same situation prevails for
the defensive backs of the second
team—Wilfred (Whizzer) White
of Arizona State College, Leon
Heath of Oklahoma and John
Dottley of Mississippi.
But no possible rearrangement
of All-America backfields can
provide room for the host of
brilliant ball carriers who starred
in high scoring games. Chief
among these are Parini and Rote.
Parilli, a magician with the ball
and a superb field general, led
Kentucky to a victorious season
marred only by the final defeat by
Tennessee, Unfortunately Ken-
tucky's schedule did not test the
team's strength fully. Rote was
outstanding as runner, blocker
and pass receiver on an up-and-
down Southern Methodist team.
With so much emphasis on of-
fense, it was only natural that
All-America nominations should
flood in for such men as Francis
Spotlights each station as you dial
Take your pick! Rich Congo brown, exquisite ala-
baster ivory or a beautiful, bright Persian red
plastic cabinet—all at the same low price! New
Dial Beam lights up each station number as you
dial, makes tuning a cinch! This streamlined, low-
slung (1-11 beauty performs beautifully too. GS
Drawee! impeplosir. built-in antenna. It's the
beak radio WS we've sees in years!
in the new church Christmas Eve.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and
Marion Wayne spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Auther Faughn and
Bettie.
Mr. and Mrs. James George and
family spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Owen Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Winners
and Sarah Ann visited Mrs. Edna
Cartwright and family Friday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Mitchell
visited Mr. and Mrs. Auther
Faughn and Bettie Jean Friday
afternoon.
Rev. Shirley DeBell went the
past several days in the communi-
ty.
Mrs. Louard Barnes and David
are visiting Mrs. Nannie Cash and
Dorothy.
Rev. Shirley DeBell spent Sun-
day with Mr. and Mrs. George
Francis and Jimmy.
There are several people in our
community on the sick list.
Sugar cane Is a giant grass,
growing from (I to 15 feet high.
Franz Liszt, piano virtuoso, was
founder of a type of playing in
whim the instrument attempted
all resources of an orchestra.
DO YOU WANT TO SAVE OR MAKE FROM
$2.14 to $4.00 on your Automobile and Truck Liability Insurance,
which Kentucky taw all but requires?The following figures speak for them
selves:
For your Automobile. No family driver under age 25.
Published, or the Premium you pay 
The K. R. CUMMI/II "General" Preferred Risk Premium  22.00
Cash Savings 
Same for Farmers: You Pay 
The K. R. Cummins "General" Preferred lust Premiums  111.71
Cash Savings 
For family drivers under age 25.
Published Rates, or the Premium you pay 
The K. R. Cummins "General" Preferred Risk Premium 
Cash Savings 
For your 1/2 or 34 Ton Pick Up.
Published Rates, or the Premium you pay  $34.50
The K. R. Cummins "General" Preferred Risk Premium  $31.00
Cash Savings  $ 3.54
The General Insurance Company of America is an old Line Stock Company
with Millions of Dollars of Assets, represented by The K. R. Cummins In-
surance Agency. Office over Wood's Drug Store, Princeton, Kentucky.
Telephone 3555.
a store full of Christmas
gifts featuring . . .
Gifts galore from which to
choose just the right one!
We're especially proud to offer the new
Elgin Watches. You'll thrill to their bril-
liant American styling! Famed Elgin ac-
curacy! Each has the exclusive Dura Power
Mainspring guaranteed never to break!
ELGIN guarantees
the DuraPower Mainspring*
will never, never break!




(By David Taylor Markt)
One of the finest methods of
safeguarding the health of the na-
times children is the school lunch
program, says Martha E. Holling-
er, emaciate nutritionist, Depart-
ment of Agricultural Chemistry
and Biochemistry, Agricultural
Iteperiment Station, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge,
Speaking in St. Louis before








risegastAN WILLIAMS: Ted Williams, Boston Red 
Sox star
outfielder, displays a couple of bonefish to prove 
he can get hits
with rod and reel, too, at Miami, Fla. Willia
ms had just returned
from one fishing trip, and was ready for 
another with Golfer Sam
Snead. (AP Wirephoto)
American Public Heath Associa-
tion she pointed out that "our
concepts of the school lunch have
rapidly expanded from considera-
tion of the purely managerial
phases to include greater consid-
eration okimproving the nutritive
value of the food. offered and
eaten. The school lunch room is
no longer a mere low cost filling
station. It is now an integral part
of the health program of the
APPLES . . . Special!!
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
EXTRA LOW PRICES
CHOCOLATE DROPS, 1 lb. cello bag . . 21c
ORANGE SLICES, 1 lb. cello bag  21c
OLD FASHIONED GUM DROPS, 1 lb. cello . . 21c
DIXIE MIX, 1 lb. cello bag  21c
ENGLISH WALNUTS, 1 lb. cello bog  35c
PECANS, 1 lb. cello bag  45c
BRAZIL NUTS, 1 lb. cello bog  45c
SUGAR, pure cane, 10 lb. bog  95c
BAKERS COCOANUT, 4 oz. can  20c
SALAD DRESSING, qt.  35c
SALAD DRESSING, pt.  25c
SWANNS DOWN CAKE FLOUR, box . 43c
STUFFED OLIVES, 16 oz. ,or  55c
LARD, pure, bulk, lb.  16c
QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepardson St. Phone 2611
sctiool."
The school lunch period can be
a time for teaching children prop-
er dietary principles, she said.
Merely offering the proper foods
is not enough. "Gross evidences
of malnutrition have been found
among children in an orphanage
in our state where an excellent
diet was available. In spite of an
abundance of vegetables and
milk, these children had refused
to eat anything but bread and
meat because bread and meat
were what they were used to and
no one concentrated on a change
in their food habits. . . Children
must be educated to eat the foods
presented."
Surveys of food habits, she
said, showed that the most fre-
quently encountered dietary pat-
tern leaned toward meat and cer-
eals, a limited variety of vege-
tables and fruits and a limited
nunther of servings of these foods.
"Few families use a quart of
milk per child per day. Good
sources of ascorbic acid appear
rarely on many diet records while
whole grain cereals and bread al-
most never appear. Butter and
eggs are seldom used in optional
quantities. Many school children
eat little or no breakfast. Such
surveys have shown the need for
protective foods in the school
lunch and the need for educating
many children to eat these foods."
To improve the food habits of
the children, says Miss Hollinger,
nutrition education must start
with principals and teachers Too
few of these understand the im-
portance of protective foods in
their own diets and the even
greater importance of these foods
in the diet of the growing child.
"Teacher education has been ex-
tremely short on the simple bas-
ic nutrition information needed
by the teachers to select an ade-
quate diet for themselves or to
help children in this problem."
The improvement of the health
of the children through proper
lunch programs depends on the
examples set by the teachers;
the appearance of the lunch room;







THE BARGAIN YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR-
* Asstwater• Washing Adios— * Adiusesdals Wringer
washes sedl pleas kidMdvolly * Chileiessiptying Nome
*Pull 11-pseind Capacity *One-ymit Written Warvaaley
COME IN AND SEE A DEMONSTRATION
Of "QUICK -CLEAN" WASHING TODAY!
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Films Available
On Public Health
By Dr. W. L. Cash
(County Health Officer)
Announcement is made that a
cooperative arrangement h a s
been agreed upon whereby the
people of Caldwell county may
borrow films free of charge from




Washington — When you want
a ton of coal you call up the
coal dealer. Suppose you had to
order half a million tons?
In the first place, your dealer
wouldn't have half a million tons
on hand. And if he did have it,
where would you put it And
suppose you were using the tax-
payers' money to buy the coal?
What would the other dealers in
the area think about not getting
a part of the business?
This is one of the headaches
Commissioner Clifton E. Mack of
the Federal Supply Service has
to handle. Not only coal, but all
supplies needed by the govern-
ment, must be bought by free
competitive bidding, giving lit-
tle and big business an equal
chance. Supplies therefore are
bought in lots so that the little
man can get his share.
The Federal Supply Service
has t he additional necessity of
accounting for every cent it
spends. Every single thing the
service buys has to be accounted
for to Congress.
Geography is another important
factor in government buying.
You want a refrigerator. You buy
it locally and it is delivered to
your house. The government
wants refrigerators for its hous-
es, flung all the way from Oki-
acme to Western Germany. Here
transportation costs become an
important consideration. Climatic
conditions also become a factor.
For example, films shipped to the
Panama Canal Zone must be
packaged differently from the
films that are sent to Oregon.
The government also has the
intricate business of testing and
inspecting goods it purchases. You
buy a knife to use in your kitch-
en. You assume it is as represent-
ed. The government buys knives
for its kitchens too, but it as-
sumes nothing. It writes a speci-
fication for what it wants, tests
the sample which is submitted
and inspects the delivered pro-
duct before it pays the bill.
Homemakers News
Cobb
Cobb Homemakers met at the
home of Mrs. Rudolph Morris No-
vember 26 at 1:00 p. an. when the
nieetIng was called to order by
president, Mrs. Ora Bryant. Roll
call was answered with, "What
Thanksgiving means lo me".
Mrs. Otis Smiley gave minor
lesson on Safety, which included
rnany rules that should be care-
fully studied and applied to ev-
ery day life.
Major lesson was given by Mrs.
Ora Bryant and Mrs. Earl Wood.
Mrs. Earl Wood served as model
in demonstrating the proper way
to take measurements in order
that alterations may be applied
to commercial patterns to secure
the correct adjustments so that
the garment will be comfortable
and more outstanding in appear-
ance.
Recreation consisted of quiz
games and songs, by Mrs. Lucille
Pool.
The hostess served the follow-
ing: Miss Wilma Vandiver and
Mesdames Rudolph Morris, Otis
Smiley, Elijah Lamb, Earl Wood,
Clyde Wood, Guy Louellin, Rob
McAlister, Ora Bryant, Etta Tay-
lor, Lucille Pool, Geneva Murphy,
and Dorothy Holloway.
Visitors were 'Mrs. Buddy Mor-
ris, Ann Morris, Wayne Murphy
and Bonnie Jo Holloway.
The club will meet December
19th at 10:00 a. tn at the home
of Mrs. WU Taylor and Mrs
Dorothy Holloway.
1•11111111111111011111111101
Gilt of the Year!
the POLAROID
pidere-is-a-minite censers
Inalin• fitiv Are of Isaviaa boas.
NA shier blaek-and-whifo
tom 60 seams& after you snap
illo shafted
Holum for all to *Ploy toopthor
es Christmas rooming aid tius
whale year tbrosils.
Today ... AA* wee.. still ea-
sem saws for you fur Christmas
. own' la sod sue Hoe world's
;most. smiting amiss in action at
REST UP TO FIGHT AGAIN: Oblivious of bitter Korean cold, 
exhatmted Ind Division soldiers
rest somewhere on the northwestern front after walking all day and 
night through Chinese Com-
munist lines and roadblocks during United Nations retreat. (C. S. Ar
my photo via AP Wire
photo)
State Department of Health. The
library has just recently been
centralized under the Division of
Public Health Education.
At present there are approxi-
mately 250 films on a variety of
health subjects which are avail-
able for statewide distribution.
The only cost to the borrower is
for return postage and insurance.
Civic organizations or schools
wishing to borrow films should
notify the Caldwell C o un ty
Health Unit well in advance, so
that the film library may have at
least three weeks' notice. It is
also advisable ,to list alternate
films in addition to those request-
ed in case the ones desired may
already be in circulation.
Films should be returned as
soon as passible after being
shown. Special permission is ne-
cessary if films are to be kept
longer than a week. Not more
than two films should be borrow-
ed at one time, unless a program
requiring more films is planned.
Dr. Cash stressed the import-
ance of allowing ample time in
ordering films. "In this way," he
said, "the person or persons wish-
ing to borrow the film may avoid
last minute disappointments."
Requests for films should be
addressed to your local health
DODGER TICKET PLAN
Brooklyn, N. Y. -- (Ap)
Brooklyn Dodgers heve
sd three new ticket plans kg
1951 season in the hopes a
ting back many of their
President Walter F. O'Malley
will go back to the old
double header, with one
skin. Branch Rickey, now a
burgh...was a supporter for
twin bills, meaning
morning and afternoon gamig
for
The twoD•aodmgeiminrs'e ew Plan 1 is
the 77-game home season. A
er box seat for all games is
and $182.50 for an upper






a $1.75 reserved grandstand
$57.75. Plan 3 includes 21
games for which a lower
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Made In Princeton - - - Perfect Quality
New Fall Shades
All Sizes - - 81/2 Toll
Box of 3 Pair $4.05
LADIES' BEAUTIFUL NYLON SLIPS, PLAIN OR LACE TRIM, RILL
CUT, WHITE OR FLESH COLOR - - - 4-GORE - - - ROOMY AND
SERVICEABLE - - - SIZES 32 TO 44 Special Price $2.95 
Ladies' Ladies' 2-Snap




Plain or Fancy Outing
Child's

















the convenience of our customers this storewill remain open until 8 p. m. Thursday, 
Friday
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